
Abstract. The current state of research on high-intensity laser
fields and their interaction with charged particles is reviewed.
Data on petawatt-class laser facilities are presented, and ad-
vanced methods for characterizing ultra-intense laser pulses are
discussed. Effects that occur in the interaction of such pulses
with matter in the regime dominated by radiation friction are
considered. Methods applied to describe nonlinear quantum-
electrodynamic processes, including higher-order effects, are
described in detail. Some theoretical results and concepts are
criticized, including the predicted influence of strong laser fields
on decays of nuclei and elementary particles and the concept of
Unruh radiation.
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1. Introduction

This review presents the current state of research on the
physics of the interaction of electromagnetic fields of
ultrahigh intensities with charged particles. In recent dec-
ades, the terms `ultra intense laser field' and `extreme light
physics' [1] have become commonly used. The criterion for
which fields should be called extremely strong naturally
depends on the processes under consideration. Therefore,
we begin by explaining what this term means in this review.
First, we discuss pulses of electromagnetic radiation with an
intensity at the limit of the capabilities of super-powerful laser
facilities, both those currently operating and those that are
expected to be commissioned in the foreseeable future. This
range spans intensities from 1021 W cmÿ2 to 1024 W cmÿ2.
Second, we discuss electromagnetic fields with an intensity of
' 1024ÿ1025 W cmÿ2 and higher, the availability of which
will make it possible to study new nonlinear effects of the
interaction of radiation with matter and, in the future, with
a vacuum. It is not yet clear how soon intensities exceeding
1024 W cmÿ2 will become available in laser laboratories,
but the success of recent years in the development and
creation of super-powerful laser systems allows us to
expect that this milestone will be reached in the foresee-
able future.
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Theoretical studies that laid the foundation for the physics
of superstrong laser fields were already published in the first
half of the 1960s [2±5], several years after lasers were invented.
Experimental schemes aimed at observing the effects of
nonlinear quantum electrodynamics (QED) in strong exter-
nal fields have been proposed and discussed since the late
1960s [6, 7]. A detailed review of the theoretical results with a
focus on their possible application to experiments on the
nonlinear scattering of laser radiation by fast electrons is
given in [8]. However, due to the lack of technologies for
producing sufficiently powerful laser sources, until the mid-
1990s, the physics of extreme light fields mainly remained an
area of theoretical research.

The widespread use of petawatt laser systems [9, 10] in
experiments on relativistic nonlinear optics and plasma
physics, which began in the mid-1990s, brought abundant
experimental results and stimulated new theoretical research.
Articles [11, 12] contain a general overview of the state of the
art in this field of research and the results obtained at that
time. More specialized reviews have discussed in more detail
radiation friction [13, 14], acceleration of ions by superstrong
laser fields [14±16], collective effects due to photon±photon
scattering [17], and nonlinear QED effects [18±22].

Quite a lot of time has passed since the publication of the
listed studies, during which, first, several new laser facilities
have been completed, which made it possible to raise the peak
intensity level by at least an order ofmagnitude, and second, a
large number of theoretical studies devoted to the analysis of
new modes of interaction and physical effects in the fields of
extreme intensity have been published. Our estimates show
that at present at least 100 papers are published annually in
renowned physical journals, which are devoted to the
production of ultra-intense laser fields, their use in experi-
ments, and the development of the theory of processes
occurring in superstrong light fields. Such an abundance of
new material requires regular systematization. Therefore, a
review of recent achievements in the physics of extreme light
fields is, in our opinion, an urgent task.

In selecting the material, we could not but take into
account that the physics of extreme light fields is now a field
of research that is already too wide to fit an overview of all its
current trends in a single publication. Such an attempt would
inevitably reduce the review to listing numerous results, while
for deep insight into the subject it is sometimes more useful to
analyze a few issues in detail than to become superficially
acquainted with many topics. Therefore, in our opinion, it
would be more relevant to discuss in detail several important
problems that are currently attracting the attention of
researchers in this field. The range of issues under considera-
tion is primarily limited by QED effects, which could be
observed at intensities that are achievable in the foreseeable
future. Therefore, the discussion is focused of the effects of
the interaction of individual charged particles with laser
pulses, while interactions with plasma are only considered
briefly, mainly in the context of the problem of radiation
friction. It is in noway claimed that the list of problems within
the designated topic is complete and, of course, the list is
influenced by the scientific preferences of the authors. It
includes the following items: options available currently for
obtaining ultrahigh-intensity laser beams and prospects for
the next decade, and methods for diagnosing extreme light
fields (Section 2); effects of radiation friction, which manifest
themselves in the interaction of superstrong electromagnetic
fields with charged particles (Section 3); elementary QED

processes in strong external fields and radiation friction in the
quantum regime (Section 4); higher-order processes in an
external field, including self-sustaining cascades, radiative
corrections, and the hypothesis of their amplification in an
intense field (Section 5). In addition, we considered it useful to
critically analyze some of the erroneous concepts that have
gained popularity in the area of physics under consideration.
These issues include a discussion about the possibility of
increasing the rate of radioactive decays of nuclei and
elementary particles in a strong laser field (Section 6) and
the Unruh radiation concept (Section 7).

With such a limited selection of topics, many of the most
important questions remain outside the scope of this review.
In particular, many recent papers are devoted to the
production of electron±positron pairs in various schemes of
interaction of laser radiation with targets and laser accelera-
tion of charged particles, the generation of secondary
radiation by laser plasma, and the effects of radiation friction
in the quantum regime. To get acquainted with these issues,
the reader is referred to the aforementioned reviews [14±22]
and recently published review papers [23±29].

2. Record high intensities
of electromagnetic radiation

2.1 Role of field intensity
In superstrong fields, electrodynamic processes usually
proceed in a non-linear mode; in particular, the probabilities
of these processes are nonlinear functions of the field
strength. While, at a sufficiently high radiation intensity, the
manifestation of certain effects is also determined by other
characteristics of laser radiation, including the pulse dura-
tion, its energy, spatial distribution, and field polarization, at
an intensity below a certain threshold, the probabilities of
these effects become vanishing, in principle excluding the
possibility of their observation. This circumstance distin-
guishes the intensity from other characteristics of laser
radiation.

The intensity, which is usually defined as the absolute
value of the Poynting vector, is not a relativistically invariant
quantity; therefore, the probabilities of the processes are not
directly determined by its value, but are expressed through
invariant parameters. In addition to two invariants [30],

F � E2 ÿH2 ; G � EH ; �1�

determined by the strengths of the electric E and magnetic H
fields, two more dimensionless invariant quantities play an
important role in classical and quantum electrodynamics:

a0 � eE0

mco
; �2�

w � e�h

m 3c 4

����������������������
ÿ�Fmn p n�2

q
; �3�

which are known as the relativistic and quantum parameters,
respectively. The invariants a0 and w were introduced in [3],
and their meaning was discussed in detail in [31]. Here, e and
m are the absolute value of the charge andmass of the particle,
p m is its momentum 4-vector, c is the speed of light, Fmn is the
electromagnetic field tensor, o is the electromagnetic wave
frequency, and E0 is the characteristic value of the field
strength. In this review, we define the last quantity as
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E0 � hE2i1=2, where angle brackets denote time averaging.
The amplitude valueEm of the electric ormagnetic field is also
often used as E0. Parameter (2) is equal to the ratio of the
characteristic momentum of a charged particle oscillating
under the action of a wave to mc, while (3) is the ratio of the
electric field of the wave in the rest frame of the particle to the
critical field of QED [32±34],

Ecr � m 2c 3

e�h
: �4�

For an electron, Ecr � 1:32� 1016 W cmÿ1. Conditions
a0 0 1 and w0 1 define the regions of the relativistic (also
known in the literature as multiphoton or field-nonperturba-
tive) and quantum interaction regimes, respectively.
Although the intensity does not uniquely determine the
values of (2) and (3), it is clear that the most direct way to
increase the parameters a0 and w is to use laser pulses with the
highest possible intensity. Since the most powerful laser
sources operate at wavelengths 1 l ' 1 mm, the frequency o
in (2) cannot be below the limit ' 1015 sÿ1. The energies and
momenta of particles can vary over a wide range, and
nonlinear QED effects in some cases can be experimentally
observed by increasing the electron beam energy, rather than
the laser field strength. Examples include the well-known
experiment E-144 on observing the Breit±Wheeler effect at
the SLAC (Stanford LinearAccelerator Center) facility [8, 37,
38] and recent studies of nonlinear Thomson scattering of
intense laser radiation by ultrarelativistic electron beams [39,
40]. However, in many cases, the energies of charged particles
in the experiment are not given external parameters, but are
determined by the nature of the processes of scattering and
radiation in the plasma arising from the interaction of a
powerful laser beam with a target.2 Thus, it is the intensity of
laser fields that is the characteristic parameter, the possible
increase of which determines the prospects for research in this
area of physics to the greatest extent.

Recall that, in a plane-wave field, the intensity I is
connected to the amplitude value Em of the electric field and
the ellipticity d by the relation

I � c

8p
E 2
m�1� d 2� ; �5�

where d � 0 for linear polarization and d � �1 for circular
polarization. In tightly focused beams, the field of which can
differ greatly from that of a plane wave, the relationship
between I and E0 or another quantity, including invariants
(1)±(3), is not universal and is determined by the distribution
of fieldsE andH in the focal area. In some cases, for example,
in the problem of the production of electron±positron pairs
from a vacuum, an arbitrarily high intensity does not yet
indicate the possibility of observing the effect, the probability
of which is determined by the values of invariants (1) equal to
zero in the plane wave field. Here, dependence F�I�,
determined by the nature of focusing, plays a fundamental
role. An analysis of such a dependence via the example of
exact solutions of Maxwell's equations for tightly focused
beams is presented in [42, 43].

2.2 Multipetawatt laser facilities
The history of the increase in the maximum intensity of laser
radiation from 1960 to the present is shown in Fig. 1. Also
plotted are the intensity values that are expected to be
achieved in the nearest future (see also Fig. 1 in review [44]
and Fig. 2 in review [28]). A sharp increase in peak intensity
began in the mid-1980s due to the introduction of Chirped
Pulse Amplification (CPA) technology [45] and its modifica-
tion using Optical Parametric CPA (OPCPA) [46]. The
operating principle of CPA is based on the stretching of a
laser pulse in time by several orders of magnitude, its repeated
amplification to the maximum power determined by the
destruction threshold of the active medium of the laser
system, and subsequent compression to the initial duration
of the femtosecond time scale. The development of CPA
technology, which enabled an increase in the laser radiation
intensity by about eight orders of magnitude, was awarded
theNobel Prize in Physics for 2018. The second plateau, at the
level of� 1021 W cmÿ2, is a manifestation of the saturation of
the maximum power of laser radiation PL, which was reached
at the end of the 20th century [47] and remained virtually
unchanged until the beginning of the 2020s.

To increase the peak power beyond' 1 PW, it is necessary
to further increase the transverse dimensions of the amplify-
ing and optical elements of laser systems, which requires
resolving significant technological problems. As a result, the
transition from power' 1 PW to' 10 PW lasted for decades.
By the time of writing this review, several 10-petawatt-class
installations had been built, including the Extreme Light
Infrastructure (ELI) in Hungary, Romania, and the Czech
Republic [50, 51], Apollon in France [52], the Superintense
Laser Facility (SULF) [53±56] in China, and the facility
operated at the Advanced Photonics Research Institute
(APRI) and the Center for Relativistic Laser Science
(CoReLS) in South Korea [57]. Installations designed to
achieve a 100±200 petawatt power level are still at the design
stage [58±60].

Using the known laser radiation power PL 'WL=tL,
where WL and tL are the pulse energy and duration,
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Figure 1. Maximum intensity of laser radiation in various years (solid

broken line) and the expected progress in this quantity in the coming years

(dashed segment of the broken line). Stars mark record values, the

achievement of which was reported in [48, 49]. These reports have not

yet been confirmed by the observation of physical effects characteristic of

the declared intensity values. Horizontal straight lines show approximate

thresholds for observing large groups of nonlinear electrodynamic effects

or interaction regimes.

1 Record high intensities of electromagnetic radiation can also be attained

using X-ray lasers with a photon energy of ' 1 keV [35, 36]; however, in

such fields, due to the small wavelength, the relativistic regime of

interaction, a0 4 1, is not achieved.
2 Such a scheme is referred to in publications as an all-optical setup [41].
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respectively, we can estimate the maximum intensity at the
focus as

Imax ' k
PL

l2
: �6�

The coefficient k depends on the ratio between the beam
convergence angle and the diffraction angle [44]. For short
focus mirrors used in obtaining tightly focused beams, the
minimum value of k � 0:5 and estimate (6) for l � 1 mm and
PL � 1 PW gives Imax � 5� 1022 W cmÿ2. Under the same
conditions, a laser pulse with a power of 200 PW [58] would
make it possible to achieve a peak intensity of about
1025 W cmÿ2.

The maximum intensity values achieved under labora-
tory conditions may be lower than those predicted by
Eqn (6). Petawatt lasers seem to provide stable radiation
power on a target of 300±400 TW and an intensity of
about 5� 1021 W cmÿ2. In some cases, it is possible to
achieve an intensity of ' 1022 W cmÿ2 [48, 61±63] or
higher with petawatt and even subpetawatt lasers. Finally,
in a recent paper [49], it was announced that an intensity of
� 1023 W cmÿ2 was achieved at a 4-PWCoReLS laser facility.
Although it is desirable to confirm this result by direct
measurement of the intensity at the focus (for methods of
measuring ultrahigh intensities, see Section 2.3), there is no
reason to doubt that experiments with laser beams with an
intensity of ' 1022ÿ1023 W cmÿ2 will become routine.

2.3 Methods for direct measurement of extreme intensities
The distributions of the electromagnetic field in a beam,
including intensity and phase, are easily measured by optical
methods at a reduced laser power. The results of such
measurements can then be extrapolated to the region of high
powers, assuming that the passage of the beam through the
optical systems of the laser weakly depend on the power. It is
in this way that the estimates of record intensities were
obtained in [48, 49]. An alternative approach to estimating
high intensity values is based on the observation in the focal
region of physical effects that feature high sensitivity to the
magnitude of the electromagnetic field. In connection with
the expected transition to intensities of 1022ÿ1024 W cmÿ2,
the selection of the effects that could be used for such
measurements has been actively discussed in recent years.
Several methods for calibrating ultrahigh intensities have
been proposed. The following is required:

(1) use of low-density targets, otherwise the plasma fields
emerging in the interaction will significantly affect the
processes under study, and the total field of the laser wave
and the plasma system rather than the laser beam field would
be measured;

(2) use of preferably local effects, the probabilities of
which are determined by the instantaneous value of the
electromagnetic field at the point of interest in space;

(3) availability of a highly nonlinear mode of interaction,
in which the cross sections of the processes depend sharply on
the intensity, which would allow, taking into account
conditions 1 and 2, a sufficiently accurate measurement to
be carried out.

Several processes satisfy these requirements to some
extent: nonlinear Thomson scattering [64±66]; electron
scattering [66, 67]; scattering of ions, including protons [68];
and tunneling ionization of atoms [69±74]. Below, we briefly
comment on each of them.

Nonlinear Thomson scattering. Since at the considered
intensities and wavelengths the relativistic parameter (2)
a0 4 1, the motion of the electron becomes essentially non-
linear, and the emission spectrum contains a significant
number of harmonics of the fundamental frequency. In the
classical limit w5 1, such a harmonic emission process is
known as nonlinear Thomson scattering (NTS) [75]. Where
an electron moves in the field of a monochromatic plane
wave, the spectral and angular distributions of radiation were
studied in detail, for example, in [75], and for themore general
case of nonlinear Compton scattering (NCS), when the recoil
of emitted photons plays a significant role, in [4, 76]. The
theory of NCS is discussed in detail in Section 3.2. In both
cases, the shape of the angular distributions and emission
spectra depends substantially on a0, which in principle
enables an estimation of the intensity. In addition, in short
pulses, the shape of the distributions also depends on the
duration and type of time envelope, which potentially makes
it possible to extract data on these characteristics of laser
radiation as well.

Study [64] proposes to measure the intensity value using
the cutoff value of the angular distribution of the radiation of
an ultrarelativistic electron undergoing a head-on collision
with a laser pulse. The theoretical analysis presented in [64]
shows that an intensity of ' 4� 1022 W cmÿ2 can be
determined with a 10% accuracy if an electron beam with an
energy spread of � 5% is used and the position of the cutoff
angle is measured with an accuracy of � 10%. In Ref. [66], it
is proposed to concurrently study the emission of an electron
beam and its scattering by a laser pulse, also in the setup with
a head-on collision. In this case, a high accuracy in
determining the intensity can be achieved if the conditions
g4 a0 and b5w0 are fulfilled, where g is the relativistic
gamma factor of electrons, b is the electron beam width, and
w0 is the laser beam width. It is shown that, in this case, the
concurrent measurement of the width of the angular distribu-
tion of radiation and the average electron energy before and
after the collision makes it possible to determine the value of
a0 with an accuracy of about 10%.Thus, both approaches can
provide a highmeasurement accuracy, but they are difficult to
implement in practice, since they require the use of an external
relativistic electron beam with a high quality of control over
its parameters.

Schemes that are more convenient for experimental
implementation are based on the use of electron radiation
generated due to the action of the laser beam under study on
the target. In experiment [65], the maximum value of the laser
beam intensity was measured using the shift of the second
harmonic of the fundamental frequency emerging due to the
ponderomotive effect, which can also be interpreted as the
appearance of an effective mass for an electron oscillating in
a light field [75, 77]. The NTS process was observed with
electrons that appear during the ionization of molecular
nitrogen at a low (� 10ÿ3 atm) pressure, which excludes the
influence of collisions and collective plasma effects. The
intensity value of � 1018 W cmÿ2 found in this way turned
out to be in good agreement with the results of measurements
of the distribution of the laser radiation energy in the focal
spot at a reduced beam power. The main inaccuracy of such a
measurement technique is due to the frequency shift of the
emitted harmonics being dependent not only on the intensity
but also on the initial conditions of the electron motion
determined by the moment of ionization. In the experiment
under discussion, single tunneling ionization of nitrogen
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molecules occurred at the leading edge of the laser pulse,
which made it possible to consider the electron to be at rest
before the onset of interaction. At higher intensities, ioniza-
tion of the inner shells of atoms will occur, as a result of which
electrons will be ejected into the continuum almost constantly
during the action of the laser pulse. This will lead to the
disappearance of a one-to-one relationship between the value
of a0 and the frequency of the harmonic; under such
conditions, the latter will be significantly broadened. Addi-
tional factors that broaden the spectrum of harmonics and
deteriorate the measurement accuracy are the small size of the
focal spot and the laser pulse duration. Thus, the scheme
based on observation of the Thomson scattering spectrum
becomes less reliable with increasing intensity. However, it
should be noted that, at I > 1025 W cmÿ2, theNTS of light on
protons will be observed, which can be used for the same
purposes [65].

Scattering of electrons and ions on laser beams. The
options for determining the peak intensity of a laser beam
based on the scattering of electrons and protons by that beam
have been theoretically analyzed in many studies, including
recent ones [67, 68, 78, 79]. The momentum distributions of
electrons or protons that interact with a laser beam contain
detailed information about the distribution of electromag-
netic fields in the beam, but its extraction requires solving an
inverse problem, which in most cases is extremely difficult, if
not impossible. To simplify such calculations, certain
assumptions about the field distribution at the focus are
usually required [67]. Similar to the case of Thomson
scattering, experimental implementation can be simplified if
an external beam is not involved, the parameters of which
must be precisely controlled, and the momentum distribu-
tions of charged particles formed inside the focus due to
ionization are measured. Such a diagnostic method based on
measuring the momentum distributions of protons that
emerge in the process of hydrogen ionization by an intense
laser beam was theoretically analyzed in [68]. It was shown
that at intensities I4 1024 W cmÿ2, for which protons remain
nonrelativistic, the energy spectrum cutoff is determined by
the peak value of the intensity. The cutoff position of the
spectrum of heavy ions formed in the process of multiple
tunneling ionization can be used for the same purpose [79].

Tunnel ionization of heavy atoms. Tunneling ionization of
atoms and ions is the most `local' method for determining the
intensity, since the detachment of an electron from an atom
occurs in a spatial region comparable in scale to the atomic
size, in a time much shorter than the oscillation period of the
electromagnetic wave of the laser pulse. The ionization
probability highly depends on the strength of the electro-
magnetic wave field andÐ in the tunneling mode, which is
realized for the parameters under consideration by a large
marginÐ is primarily determined by the tunneling exponen-
tial [80±82]:

w�t� � exp

�
ÿ 2Ech

3E�r; t�
�
; �7�

where E�r; t� is the absolute value of the electric field of the
wave at the moment of ionization t at the location of the ion,
Ech � Eat�Ip=IH�3=2 is the characteristic field for the bound
state with the ionization potential Ip,Eat � 5:14� 109 V cmÿ1

is the atomic field, and IH � 13:6 eV is the ionization potential
of the ground state of the hydrogen atom. In the region of
extreme laser fields of interest to us, due to the strong

nonlinearity of probability (7), the degree of ionization of a
multielectron atom turns out to be very sensitive to the peak
value of the intensity; this enables development of a
measurement method based on the observation of multiply
charged ions arising upon ionization of low-density gas jets.
The method was experimentally tested for intensities
I ' 1019 W cmÿ2 in [69, 70]. In [71], the observation of
multiply charged ions arising from the ionization of neon
and krypton atoms at the Sandia Z petawatt laser facility also
demonstrated the possibility of determining the intensity by
this method.

The strong dependence of the tunneling probability on the
applied field amplitude in Eqn (7) results in the population of
the level in an atom or ion characterized by certain values of
the ionization potential Ip, the charge of the atomic residue Z
(for neutral atoms Z � 1; the charge is included in the
probability through the value of the effective principal
quantum number n � Z

������������
IH=Ip

p
), and orbital l and magnetic

m quantum numbers, which behaves almost like a step
function of the laser field strength E�t� (see, for example,
Fig. 3 in [72]). Due to this, a simple criterion for the complete
ionization of a level with potential Ip can be formulated [72]:

Em > Eion � 0:05�2Ip�3=2 ;
�8�

I > I ion � 8:79� 10ÿ7
�
Ip
IH

�3

�1020 W cmÿ2� :

According to the evaluation formula (8), at an intensity
I � 1020 W cmÿ2, electrons will be removed from all levels
with Ip < 1:4 keV, which corresponds to the complete
ionization of neon �Ip�Ne9�� � 1362 eV�, and, at an intensity
I � 2� 1024 W cmÿ2, full ionization of xenon should be
expected. Even at such high intensities, nonrelativistic
formulas are adequate for calculating the ionization prob-
abilities [72, 83]. Figure 2 shows the function Ip�I� (i.e., the
dependence inverse to Eqn (8)) with the values of the
ionization potentials of some ions plotted on the vertical
axis. This qualitative dependence makes it possible to choose
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an atom whose ionization could be used to calibrate the laser
radiation intensity in a given range.

The ionization measurement method features, in addition
to sensitivity to the local value of the electromagnetic field,
another significant advantage: the quantitative theory of
tunnel ionization is well developed and is described by simple
and fairly accurate analytical formulas for the ionization rate
of atomic levels [80, 84, 85]. Studies [72±74] analyze in detail
various factors that can affect the possibility of measuring the
intensity by this method. It is shown that the deviation from
the tunnel ionization regime towards the above-barrier
regime and the averaging of the ion signal over the laser
focus introduce significant uncertainties into the accuracy of
extracting the peak intensity value; nevertheless, a measure-
ment accuracy of 30±50% can be expected.

2.4 Options for further increasing peak intensity values
There is no reason to doubt that intensities of several units of
1023 W cmÿ2 will be achieved with new 10-petawatt power-
level facilities, and that the in situ measurement methods
described above will enable their reliable calibration. How-
ever, a further increase in the peak intensity of laser radiation
is of undoubted interest, since most of the unexplored
nonlinear effects of classical and quantum electrodynamics
are located in the region of I > 1024 W cmÿ2 (see Fig. 1). The
most direct way is to increase the power to a level of 100 PW
or more. Existing projects of sub-exawatt laser systems are
currently under development [58±60], and the scope of
engineering and technical solutions that will be required to
reach such a power level is not yet completely clear.
Alternative ways to increase the intensity, which make it
possible to stay within the already achieved powers of 1±
10 PW, consist in the use of multibeam technology, optimiza-
tion of the intensity distribution at the focus using adaptive
optics, and a further decrease in the laser pulse duration.

The technically challenging but nevertheless feasible [86±
88] splitting of a laser beam into several beams in the case of
reliable control of the relative phase, which provides con-
structive interference during beam addition, will make it
possible to obtain a spatial distribution of the field with
intensity values and other important parameters locally
higher than in the initial beam. An example of such a
parameter is the invariant F , which determines the prob-
ability of the production of electron±positron pairs. It was
shown in [43] that the use of a multibeam scheme can lead to a
decrease in the threshold for the production of electron±

positron pairs from a vacuum by almost two orders of
magnitude. Successful examples of correcting the laser beam
wavefront, which makes it possible to significantly improve
the pattern of the intensity distribution at the focus, are
presented in a recent paper [49]. Finally, a further decrease
in the duration of an already amplified laser pulse can provide
a severalfold increase in the peak intensity

In [44, 89±91], a laser pulse recompression method called
CafCA (Compression after Compression Approach) was
developed and implemented on the basis of the PEARL
(PEtawatt pARametric Laser) facility operated by the
Institute of Applied Physics of the Russian Academy of
Sciences. An approach involving nonlinear compression of
laser pulses, shown in Fig. 3 (see also [91, Fig. 1]), was
proposed as early as the 1960s [92, 93]. It consists in the
broadening of the spectrum of a laser pulse when it passes
through a nonlinear optical element. As a result, the laser
pulse, the duration of which after the CPA process is close to
the limiting one, tmin ' 1=Do, where Do is the spectrum
width, can be additionally compressed several more times
with virtually no loss of energy. This method of reducing the
pulse duration and correspondingly increasing its peak
intensity can now be applied regardless of the laser power,
which makes it a suitable tool for further enhancing the laser
radiation intensity without increasing the pulse energy. The
efficiency of the CafCA method was demonstrated in [89, 91]
using the example of compression of a laser pulse with an
initial duration of 60±70 fs to 11 fs at the PEARL facility. The
peak radiation power increased to 1.5 PW. Taking into
account the applicability of the method to a wide range of
high-power laser systems, it can be expected that, with its use,
laser sources with a seed power of ' 10 PW and a pulse
duration of ' 50 fs will reach intensities I > 1024 W cmÿ2. A
detailed description of the CafCA method, including the
history of its development and examples of its application in
high-power lasers, is presented in review [44] and publications
[89±91].

Although to date the highest intensities have been
achieved using infrared lasers, powerful sources of coherent
short-wave radiation are being considered as an alternative to
these sources. The main advantage of using ultraviolet and
X-ray radiation to achieve extreme intensities is related to
focusing the beam in a much smaller volume of � l3, which
significantly reduces the requirements for the total energy per
pulse. State-of-the-art free-electron lasers make it possible to
achieve intensities of at least 1020 W cmÿ2 [94]. Possible
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the CafCAmethod implemented in [89]. Laser pulseEin�t�with a total energy of 17 J, a central wavelength of 910 nm, and

a duration of 54 to 74 fs, obtained using the PEARL setup, was transmitted through a nonlinear element (NE) (quartz plate), which led to spectrum

broadening S�o� and phase modulation j�o� with respect to their original values Sin�o� and jin�o�. Reflection of a pulse from two chirped mirrors

(CMs) changes the function j�o�, so the pulse duration tends to the limit, decreasing to 11 fs. (From [89].)
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schemes for the conversion of high-power laser pulses into
short-wavelength ones and their tight focusing are also
discussed. In particular, the idea of a relativistic plasma
mirror [95, 96] was realized in experiments [97, 98]. Simula-
tion of the reflection of a high-power laser pulse from a
concave plasma surface [99] also demonstrated that tight
focusing of high harmonics generated upon reflection is
possible, and extreme intensity values can be attained in
such a scheme.

3. Radiative friction in the classical regime

The force of radiation friction, which arises due to the
momentum transfer from a system of charged particles to
the radiation emitted by these particles, has been studied in
detail in classical physics. The fundamental problem of
introducing the classical force of radiation friction as a self-
action of a radiating charge is removed, as is known, by a
perturbative interpretation of the Abraham±Lorentz±Dirac
equation [100, 101], which leads to an expression for this force
in the Landau and Lifshitz form [30]. The fundamentals of the
theory of radiation friction in classical electrodynamics, with
a discussion of problems in which it plays a significant role,
are contained in popular books [30, 102, 103] and in original
papers, references to which can be found in reviews [11, 12,
24]. In these papers and in review [104], several exactly
solvable problems of electrodynamics are discussed, which
turned out to be useful in constructing various models that
describe the effects of radiation friction and in analyzing basic
theoretical issues, such as the effective difference between
different forms of recording the radiation friction force. Since
a recent review [24] devoted to the problem of radiation
friction in classical and quantum physics provides a detailed
description of the current state of the art of the theory,
numerical simulation, and experiment, in this paper we only
discuss the threshold for `switching on' radiation friction with
an increase in intensity and the possibility of observing
collective effects generated by radiation friction in a laser
plasma.

3.1 Transition to the regime
of radiation friction dominance
It is known from classical electrodynamics [30, 102, 103] that,
with the exception of some special cases, such as longitudinal
motion in a uniform electric or crossed field, for ultrarelati-
vistic particles with g4 1, the classical force of radiation
friction Frad increases quadratically with increasing particle
energy E and field strength E:

Frad � ÿE 2E 2nv : �9�

Here,E sets the order ofmagnitude of not only the electric but
also the magnetic field and nv is a unit vector directed along
the particle velocity. This dependence follows from the
formula for the force of radiation friction Frad � ÿPnv=c,
valid under the condition g4 1, where P is the radiation
power,

P � ÿ 2

3
e 2c

du m

ds

dum
ds
� aw2 : �10�

Here, u m is the 4-vector of velocity and s is the interval.
The Lorentz force FL is linear in the field. As a result, with

an increase in the electromagnetic field strength and the
energy of charged particles, a situation known as the

dominance of radiation friction should be realized, i.e., such a
mode of interaction inwhich the forces FL andFrad are at least
comparable in magnitude, and possibly FL 5Frad.

The regime in which radiation friction dominates has been
studied in detail in the physics of cosmic rays and charged
particle accelerators, i.e., in a situation where the condition
FL 5Frad is satisfied due to the high kinetic energies of the
radiating particles. In this case, the electromagnetic fields in
the laboratory frame of reference can be quite weak. One of
the well-known examples of this kind is the deceleration of
electrons with super-high energies, E ' 1018 eV, in Earth's
magnetic field with a strength of ' 1 G. Superstrong laser
fields provide an alternative option to achieve a similar mode
of interactionÐby increasing the field strength. Since, in this
case, charged particles, unless they are injected into the laser
focus from the outside with a given high energy, have an
energy of E � mc 2a0, the force of radiation friction increases
very rapidly with increasing laser wave intensity:

Frad � a 4
0 : �11�

As discussed in Section 2.1, interaction regimes are
determined by the values of invariant parameters, among
which (2) and (3) play an important role. We now introduce
another parameter responsible for `switching on' the radia-
tion friction. To determine it, it is convenient to consider
radiation in the field of a circularly polarized electromagnetic
wave and set the energy emitted by an electron over a period
[75] equal to its kinetic energy. Such an estimate determines
the following condition on the boundary that separates two
modes of interactionÐwith weak and strong radiation
friction:

x � P

ogmc 2
: �12�

Substituting into Eqn (12) the formula for the radiation
power and the gamma factor of an electron moving in the
field of a wave (it can be done in the easiest way in a reference
frame where the electron is at rest on average), we obtain

x � 4p
3

r0
l
a 3
0 ; �13�

where r0 � 2:8� 10ÿ13 cm is the classical radius of the
electron, and the wavelength l of laser radiation is measured
in the special reference frame defined above. With this in
mind, the parameter x is relativistically invariant. For
l � 0:8 mm, x � 1 at a0 � 400, which corresponds to an
intensity of I � 7� 1023 W cmÿ2. Consequently, the char-
acteristics of the multipetawatt laser facilities currently being
put into operation are close to reaching the regime of
dominance of radiation friction (see Fig. 1), not only for
individual electrons or low-density beams but also for dense
plasma formed upon the interaction of a laser pulse with solid
targets.

With a further increase in the intensity of laser radiation,
the quantum effects associated with recoil during the emission
of photons by an electron are increasingly significant. The
transition from the regime of non-linear Thomson scattering
to the nonlinear Compton effect occurs when the quantum
parameter w (3) approaches unity. At w ' 1, the momentum
lost by an electron in a single radiation event is large, so the
concept of a classical trajectory loses its meaning, and, at the
same time, the formulas for the force of radiation friction
derived in classical electrodynamics become inapplicable. In
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this mode, the effects of radiation friction are primarily
described by modeling sequential radiation events by the
Monte Carlo method (see Sections 5.1 and 5.2). A detailed
description of radiation friction in the quantum regime is
beyond the scope of this review; a more detailed discussion of
modern approaches and recent results in this area can be
found in [24, 28, 29]. It should be noted that quantum effects
begin to noticeably affect the radiation process and the
magnitude of the radiation friction force as early as at w9 1.
In this region, the quasiclassical description developed in [31,
105, 106] is well applicable. Moreover, the radiation power
and the radiation friction force are described by classical
formulas, in which the Gaunt suppression correction factor is
introduced; the latter turns out to be significant already at
w ' 0:1 [107±109].

3.2 Inverse Faraday effect induced by radiation friction
At x ' 1, trajectories of charged particles in the electromag-
netic wave field begin to noticeably deviate from those
calculated taking into account only the Lorentz force, and,
at x4 1, these deviations qualitatively change the dynamics.
The changes are especially well seen in examples of exactly
solvable problems of the motion of an electron in a plane
wave field [110] and of a homogeneous plasma in the field of a
circularly polarized plane wave [104]. The corrections intro-
duced by the force of radiation friction into the dynamics
manifest themselves in various effects that arise during the
interaction of intense laser radiation with plasma, including
the acceleration of charged particles and the spectral and
angular distributions of secondary radiation. However, their
influence, in particular, on the acceleration of ions, has so far
been studied rather fragmentarilyÐ individual simulations
carried out do not add up to a complete picture. For example,
on the one hand, radiation friction has been shown to have
little effect on the acceleration of ions in the light sail mode
(thin and highly opaque target) [111±113]. This result seems
natural, since in this regime the laser field penetrating into the
target to the depth of the skin layer only affects a small part of
the target electrons. On the other hand, it was noted that
taking into account the radiation friction of electrons can
significantly reduce the energy of ions accelerated in a thick
opaque target [114]. Finally, radiation friction significantly
affects the dynamics of laser plasma in thin optically
transparent targets, in which the threshold of relativistically
induced transparency, generally speaking, depends on the
target thickness, laser pulse intensity [115], its duration [116],
and other parameters. In particular, in the last case, radiation
friction can lead to an increase in charge separation [117, 118]
and the energy of accelerated ions [114, 119, 120].

Of particular interest are plasma phenomena that arise
exclusively due to radiation friction. In the classical regime of
interaction w5 1, effects of this type notably include the
generation of short bursts of g-radiation in the regime of
dominance of radiation friction [121] (see also the references
cited in reviews [12, 28]). Another effect of radiation friction,
which was theoretically studied recently, is the excitation of a
longitudinal quasi-static magnetic field upon reflection of an
intense laser pulse from a plasma layer with a supercritical
density n > ncr [122]. Here, ncr is the electron concentration
above which a laser wave does not propagate in the plasma
[11, 123]. For n > ncr, the laser wave penetrates into the
plasma to the depth of the skin layer, which is sufficient to
excite powerful electron currents and radiation in the near-
surface plasma layer. At the high electron energies attained in

a superstrong laser field, the effective frequency of binary
collisions is low, and the collisional absorption of the laser
radiation energy does not play a significant role, even at
high plasma density n ' 1021ÿ1022 cmÿ3. The collisionless
approximation underlies many important models and exactly
solvable problems in the physics of relativistic laser plasma
[11]. Under such conditions, high-frequency radiation, whose
properties are close to those of synchrotron radiation,
becomes the main mechanism for the dissipation of laser
pulse energy in addition to its conversion into the kinetic
energy of the translational motion of accelerated electrons
and ions. The dissipation coefficient Z, which is conveniently
defined as the ratio of the energy emitted at high frequencies
to the initial energy of the laser pulse, increases with
increasing intensity, at least until leaving the classical
interaction regime, i.e., at w5 1 [124]. In terms of macro-
scopic electrodynamics, this implies that the imaginary part of
the plasma permittivity, which decreases in magnitude with
increasing intensity in the range of 1018ÿ1021 W cmÿ2 due
to suppression of collisions, again begins to grow with a
further increase in I , this time due to radiation friction
[125]. As a result, the plasma formed if films or surfaces are
irradiated with laser radiation with an intensity of more than
1022 W cmÿ2 becomes a dissipative medium in which a
circularly polarized wave excites a longitudinal quasi-static
magnetic field, a phenomenon known in the literature as
the inverse Faraday effect [126±128]. Numerical calcula-
tions carried out using the Particle-In-Cell (PIC) method
with the inclusion of the classical force of radiation friction
in the equations of motion of quasiparticles [122, 124]
predict the excitation of a longitudinal magnetic field with
a strength of several GG during the interaction of a
circularly polarized femtosecond laser pulse with an
intensity of 1023ÿ1024 W cmÿ2 with a plasma layer of
supercritical density in a regime called hole boring, i.e., the
formation of a channel in a dense supercritical plasma under
the action of laser radiation [129±131].

The analytical model developed in [122, 132] is based on
the law of conservation of angular momentum, and macro-
scopic equations relating the transfer of angular momentum
DLx � �DN�h from the laser field to the plasma (here, DN is
the number of absorbed laser-wave photons, and the sign
depends on its polarization) make it possible to predict the
dependence of the maximum value Bxm of the longitudinal
magnetic field on the laser wave amplitude Em and the
dissipation coefficient Z:

Bxm ' CZEm ; Em � a0B0 ; B0 � mco
e
� 0:134 GG : �14�

Here, C � 0:1ÿ0:2 is a numerical coefficient that primarily
depends on the shape of the laser pulse. Estimates of the
magnetic field amplitude Bxm and its intensity dependence,
which can bemade based onEqn (14), qualitatively agree with
the results of the numerical simulation performed by the PIC
method, which are displayed in Fig. 4. Simulation shows that,
at a laser pulse intensity of ' 1024 W cmÿ2, quasi-static
magnetic fields with strengths of several GG can be
obtained. At I � 1023 W cmÿ2, the effect of the magnetic
field is already noticeable in the results of numerical
calculations, and its value of � 0:2 GG is sufficient for
measurement using standard methods of proton diagnostics.

With a further increase in intensity, the influence of the
effects of radiation friction on the trajectories of electrons in
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plasma and on quantum corrections to the emission spectra
leads to a slowdown in the increase in the coefficient Z and a
kind of `freezing' of the inverse Faraday effect at intensities of
1024ÿ1025 W cmÿ2 [124, 132].

4. Simplest quantum processes

Charged particles in an external field exchange energy and
momentum with the field. The stronger the field the stronger
this exchange. In the classical language, charged particles are
simply accelerated and deflected by the field; in the quantum
language, they are dressed by interaction with the field, which
leads to a modification of the probabilities of all QED
processes that involve charged particles [3, 4]. In particular,
processes strictly forbidden by the law of conservation of
energy±momentum in the absence of a field, generally speak-
ing, become allowed and occur in the presence of a field.
Virtual charged particles in the presence of a fieldmay [133] or
may not emerge on the mass shell, and the corresponding
contributions to the total amplitude of the process interfere
with each other. This, along with the modification of
kinematics when particles are dressed by a field, leads to a
complex nonmonotonic dependence of the probabilities of
processes on the field strength and other parameters, so that,
depending on them, some processes are enhanced in the
presence of a field, while others are suppressed. Despite the
availability of a general approach, only the simplest processes
can be calculated analytically.

In Sections 4.1±4.4, we consider in more detail the
simplest single-vertex processes of photon emission by an
electron [3, 134±136] and single-photon production of an
electron±positron pair in the field of an electromagnetic wave
[2, 3, 136] and in a constant crossed field [3, 4], which allow a
relatively simple analytical description.

4.1 Summation of interactions with an external field
(Furry picture)
Recall that QED, which describes the interaction of the
quantized electron±positron field3 c�x� and the electromag-

netic field Am�x�, is derived from the Lagrangian [76, 137]

L � Leÿe� � Lg � Lint ; �15�

where 4 Leÿe� � �c�igm qm ÿm�c is the Lagrangian of the free
electron±positron field, Lg � ÿ�16p�ÿ1FmnF

mn is the Lagran-
gian of the free electromagnetic field, Lint � ÿJ mAm is the
interaction Lagrangian, and J m � J m

e�eÿ � ÿe �cgmAmc is the
electron±positron current. In the interaction picture, the
operators evolve with time as free ones, while the evolution
of the Fock states is governed by the interaction. Namely, the
initial Fock state jCii evolves to the final state jCfi � SjCii,
where S is the evolution operator (S-matrix) over the
interaction time,

S �
X1
n�0

�ÿi�n
n!

�
d4x1 . . .

�
d4xn T

�Lint�x1� . . .Lint�xn�
�
: �16�

The probability amplitude of the process jCii ! jCfi is
determined by the matrix element Si!f � hCfjSjCii; the
square of its modulus determines the probability of the
considered process Wi!f � jSi!fj2. In practice, due to the
smallness of the coupling constant, the fine structure
constant a � e 2 � 1=137:035999084�21� [138], calcula-
tions are carried out according to perturbation theory,
truncating the series in Eqn (16) and disregarding higher-
order corrections. Usually, QED considers processes that
involve a small number of charged particles and photons.
However, if in addition to them there are remote classical
currents J �ext�m that create a classical field A�ext�m , the total
field has the form Am � A�ext�m � A�q�m , where A�q�m is its
quantized part. Then, abstracting from the emission of
photons by distant sources, QED processes can be
effectively described by the same Lagrangian (15), in
which the interaction Lagrangian includes the contribu-
tion of both fields: Lint � ÿJ m

e�eÿ�A�ext�m � A�q�m �. Further, for
brevity, we omit the superscript `ext,' so Am denotes the
classical part of the field (the external field). The introduced
concept of an external field is exactly equivalent [139, 140] to
the full quantum description of processes in which the
electromagnetic field is initially in an arbitrary coherent
state [141], or approximately equivalent to such a full
description if an initial state contains a large number of
photons in the states occupying a small phase volume, and
only a small part of them is involved in the process under
consideration [140, 142]. Precisely this situation is apparently
realized in a real laser field.

Themain method of calculation in problems with a strong
external field is the diagram technique in the Furry picture
[76, 143], which is equivalent to the exact summation of all
interactions of charged particles with an external field Am.
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Figure 4.Distribution of componentBx of amagnetic field� 30 fs after the

reflection of a circularly polarized laser pulse from a helium plasma target

with a concentration of 1:55� 1023 cmÿ3. Laser pulse propagates in the

direction of the x-axis. Distribution of the magnetic field is symmetric in

the yz plane. Color bar shows the ratio Bx=B0 (14). Distributions

correspond to two cases: the force of radiative friction (a) is excluded

from the equations of motion, (b) it is present in the equations in the form

derived by Landau and Lifshitz. Vertical lines indicate the initial position

of the plasma boundary, whose thickness was chosen to be 10l � 8 mm.

Laser pulse intensity I � 1:5� 1024 W cmÿ2, duration t � 10 fs, trans-

verse radius r0 � 3:1 mm. (From [122].)

3 And other charged fields that are included in the theory in a similar way.

� � � � ...

Figure 5. External line of an electron dressed with an external field.

4 Sections 4 and 5 use the same system of units as in [76], in particular,

a � e 2=�hc and �h � c � 1.When comparedwith the results of early original

and modern studies (in particular, [137]), one should have in mind that

they usually use the Heaviside system of units, in which Lg �
ÿ�1=4�FmnF

mn, the external lines of photons do not contain factors
������
4p
p

,

the photon propagator does not have the factor 4p, and a � e 2=�4p�hc�. As

a consequence, all results, expressed in terms of a, are the same.
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Diagrams depicting the incoming external line of a dressed
electron are shown in Fig. 5. Analytically, their sum is
expressed as a series,

C �A�p �
�
1� i

6 p̂ÿm
�ÿie6A�

� i

6 p̂ÿm
�ÿie6A� i

6 p̂ÿm
�ÿie6A� � . . .

�
C �0�p ; �17�

where the factor C �0�p � Cp exp �ÿipx�up that satisfies the
equation �6 p̂ÿm�C �0�p � 0 corresponds to the external line of
a free electron, i=�6 p̂ÿm� is its propagator, up is the bispinor
that satisfies the equation �6pÿm�up � 0, Cp is the normal-
ization constant, andÿie6A is the vertex of interaction with the
external field Am, according to the standard Feynman
notation 6A � gmAm [137].

Assuming 6 p̂ÿm � m, we reveal that the expansion
parameter in Eqn (17) is the previously introduced dimen-
sionless parameter (2). This fact can also be interpreted
differently if we note that, in the presence of a background
of photons from an external field, the interaction vertex
(coupling constant) is effectively multiplied by the Bose
factor [144]

���
a
p 7! ���

a
p ���������

�N ext
g

q
' e�����

�hc
p

�������������������������������������
�h

mc

�2
2pc
o

E 2

4p�ho

s
' eE

moc
' a0 ;

where the number �N ext
g of external-field photons that

participate in the process is estimated as the product of their
characteristic density E 2=�4p�ho� and the volume of a tube of
Compton thickness �h=�mc� that surrounds the section of the
electron trajectory with a length equal to the external field
wavelength l � 2pc=o. Thus, if a0 0 1, the interaction of an
electron with an external field is nonperturbative, and
interaction with it should be taken into account in all orders
[31]. We note that, in the classical description, this regime
corresponds to the relativistic transverse motion of an
electron in an external field [30].

To implement such a summation, we represent (17) in the
form of an equation,

C �A�p � C �0�p �
i

6 p̂ÿm
�ÿie6A�C �A�p ; �18�

which we multiply by the Dirac operator 6 p̂ÿm. As a result,
we arrive at the equation

�6 p̂ÿ e 6Aÿm�C �A�p � 0 ; �19�

called the Dirac equation in an external field [76] (or
otherwise, in the Furry picture [143]). Equation (19) only
allows an analytical solution in certain simplified cases, in
particular, in a Coulomb field, in constant homogeneous
fields, and in a plane-wave field [145].

The case of a plane wave describes a laser beam or a pulse
in a vacuum without focusing and is therefore of particular
interest. This field has the form

Am � Am�j� ; j � kx ; k 2 � kA � 0 ; �20�

i.e., it is transverse and only depends on the phase j � kx,
and the wave 4-vector k m is lightlike. The Dirac equation in a
plane-wave field can be solved exactly in an analytical way
due to the availability of a sufficient number of the quantities
that are conserved in this field. Namely, conserved in the

plane wave are pÿ � p0 ÿ pk and p?, where the components of
electron momentum parallel and perpendicular to the wave
propagation direction are separated [76, 145].

A solution of Eqn (19) in field (20), which is referred to as
the Volkov solution, has the form [76, 146, 147]

C �A�p �x� � CpEp�x�up ; Ep�x� � exp
ÿ
iSp�x�

�
Sp�j� ;

�21�
Sp � 1� e

2kp
6k 6A ;

where

Sp � ÿpx� Sp�j� ;
�22�

Sp�j� � ÿ e

kp

� j

j0

�
pA�j� ÿ e

2
A2�j�

�
dj ;

the matrixEp�x� is called the Ritus Ep-function [148], Sp�j� is
the spin factor (it can be easily seen that the spinor Sp�j�up
precesses in the wave according to the Bargmann±Michel±
Telegdi equation [149] with g � 2), Sp is the classical action,
and Sp is its part that depends only on the phase j � kx.
Solutions (21) are labelled by quantum numbers pÿ and p?.
The explicitly semiclassical form of exact Volkov solution
(21) corresponds to the motion in the wave field being
semiclassical for any values of these quantum numbers.

The separation from the action of the part that depends
only on the phase is not unique. For example, if the field is
turned on and off (i.e., a pulse of finite duration is
considered), setting j0 � ÿ1, we see that the 4-vector p m

(satisfying the mass-shell equation p 2 � m 2) in Eqn (22) has
the meaning of the momentum of the electron before it enters
the wave. If the bispinor up is normalized using the standard
condition �upup � 2m, the normalization of solution (21) to
one particle per unit volume before entering the field
corresponds to the choice Cp � 1=

�������
2p0
p

.
If the wave is periodic (for definiteness, 2p-periodic in

phase j), in particular, monochromatic, and bipolar (average
hAmi � 0), it is more convenient to separate from the action
the part that only depends on the phase in an alternative way:

Sp � ÿqx� ~Sq�j� ; �23�

where

q m � p m ÿ e 2hA2i
2kp

k m ;
�24�

~Sq�j� � ÿ e

kq

� j

j0

�
qA�j� ÿ e

2

ÿ
A2�j� ÿ hA2i�� dj :

Since ~Sq�j� is a periodic function, the 4-vector qm defined in
such a way has the meaning of quasi-momentum:

C �A�p �x� Dx� � exp �ÿiqDx�C �A�p �x�
at kDx � Dj � 2p� integer ; �25�

and its square

q 2 � m 2

�
1ÿ e 2

m 2
hA2i

�
� m 2�1� a 2

0 � � m 2
� �26�

determines the effective mass m� of an electron in a wave [4,
134]. In the classical theory, the effective mass includes the
average energy of transverse oscillations in the wave [77, 150],
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and its dependence on the envelope leads to the ponderomo-
tive effect [151]. Note that qÿ � pÿ and q? � p?. The density
of particles in amonochromatic wave periodically depends on
the phase, so in this case it is natural to normalize solution
(21) to the unit average density of particles in the wave, which
corresponds to the choice Cp � 1=

�������
2q0
p

[3].

4.2 Photon emission by an electron
in a plane-wave field and in a constant field
We consider in more detail the process eL! egL, the
radiation of a photon by an electron in a plane monochro-
matic wave [13, 134, 135], where L denotes that the process
occurs in a laser field. This process, which has a classical
analogÐnonlinear Thomson scattering [75, 152]Ð is often
also called nonlinear Compton scattering [153]. Its amplitude
is determined by the formula5 (Fig. 6a)

Se!eg � ÿie
�
d4x �C �A�p 0 �x� 6e �l

exp �ilx� ������4p
p������

2O
p C �A�p �x� ; �27�

whereC �A�p andC �A�p 0 are the initial and final Volkov states of
an electron with 4-quasi-momenta qm � fE; qg and
q 0m � fE 0; q0g, respectively,6 and l m � fO; lg and e ml are the
4-momentum and 4-vector of polarization of the emitted
photon �l 2 � lel � 0�. As discussed above, the Volkov
functions accurately take into account the interaction of an
electron with a wave before and after the emission of a
photon, which can be interpreted as the emission and
absorption of wave photons by the electron. Substituting
into Eqn (27) Volkov solutions (21) and expanding in them
the factors that periodically depend on the phase in a Fourier
series, we obtain

Se!eg � �2p�4
X1
s�1

d �4��q 0 � lÿ qÿ sk� Me!eg�����������������������������
�2E��2E 0��2O�

p ;

�28�

where M
�s�
e!eg is the invariant amplitude of photon emission

with the final absorption of s photons from the wave over the
period of the field,

M �s�
e!eg � ÿie

� 2p

0

dj
2p

exp
�
i
ÿ
sj� ~Sq�j� ÿ ~Sq 0 �j�

��
� �up 0 �Sp 0 �j� 6e �l Sp�j�up : �29�

The delta function included in (28) corresponds to the
conservation of the 4-quasi-momentum taking into account
the photons absorbed from the field. Equation (28) takes into
account that, since the emission of a photon by a free electron
is forbidden by conservation laws, only processes with s5 1
can actually contribute (see below).

Thus, the kinematics of the process coincide with those for
the usual linear Compton effect. In particular, in the reference
frame where the electron is initially at rest on average �q � 0),
the frequency of the emitted photon O when s photons are
absorbed from the field is related to the angle y between the
direction l of its radiation and the direction of wave
propagation k by the formula [31]

Os�y� � so
1� �so=m ���1ÿ cos y� ; s5 1 : �30�

The main difference from the linear Compton effect is that
Eqn (30) contains instead of the electron mass m an effective
massm�, which depends on the field intensity. As noted, this is
a purely classical effect associated with transverse oscillations
of an electron in the field of a wave, but its manifestation
(difference of the denominator from unity) is already
associated with the quantum recoil effect during radiation.
In the classical approximation, the recoil disappears in this
reference frame; the radiation becomes isotropic and occurs
strictly on the harmonics so of the wave frequency. However,
in the reference frame where the electron is at rest before
entering the wave (in this system, p � 0), the frequency of the
emitted photons is given by the formula [8, 134, 135]

Os�y� � so
1� �so=m� a 2

0 =2��1ÿ cos y� ; s5 1 ; �31�

where now y is the radiation angle in this system. Thus, in
such a system, even in the classical limit, the radiation remains
anisotropic, and the harmonic frequencies, with the exception
of radiation strictly in the direction of wave propagation
�y � 0�, decrease with increasing wave intensity, which is due
to the Doppler effect when an electron is dragged by the wave
due to the ponderomotive effect.

The differential probability per unit time of a process with
unpolarized electrons is determined by the standard formula
[76]

dRe!eg � 1

�2p�2
X
s


jM �s�
e!egj2

�
pol

� d �4��q 0 � lÿ qÿ sk� d3q 0 d3l
�2E��2E 0��2O� ; �32�

where hjM �s�
e!egj2ipol is the square of the modulus of the

invariant amplitude (29) averaged over the initial electron
polarization and summed over its final polarization and the
polarization of the emitted photon. The rather cumbersome
calculation of this quantity includes the calculation of Dirac
traces and the integral over phases included in Fourier
coefficient (29). Due to the nonlinearity in the field, the result
depends on the wave polarization. However, the result is

p

p 0

l

a
p

p 0

l

b

Figure 6. Feynman diagrams of (a) photon emission in an external field

(nonlinear Compton effect); (b) production of an electron±positron pair

by a photon (nonlinear Breit±Wheeler process). Double lines denote an

electron dressed by an external field (see Fig. 5).

5 Strictly speaking, in recording the amplitude, one should distinguish

between the in and out states corresponding in Eqns (21) and (24) to the

choice j0 � �1 and the electron before and after the action of the wave,

and describe the initial electrons by the `in' state, and the final electrons by

the `out' state. However, in this case, this only leads to the appearance of

an additional phase factor that drops out at the stage of transition from the

amplitude to the probability of the process.
6 The introduction from the very beginning of the quasi-momentum to

describe the initial and final states of an electron is convenient but not

mandatory. The Volkov functionsC �A�p are labelled by quantum numbers

pÿ � qÿ and p? � q?. The mass shift, which is conveniently interpreted in

terms of a quasi-momentum, arises dynamically in the law of 4-momen-

tum conservation in a monochromatic plane wave due to the dependence

of the invariant amplitude (29) on s [154].
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substantially simplified for the case of a circularly polarized
wave, in which Am�j� � �ma0=e��E m1 cosj� E m2 sinj�, where
E 2i � ÿ1 and kEi � E1E2 � 0, so thatA2 � ÿ�ma0=e�2 � const,
and the Fourier coefficient reduces to Bessel functions [75,
135, 136].

The total probability, which is given by the integral of
Eqn (32) over the quasi-momentum of the final electron and
the momentum of the emitted photon, depends on the
invariant parameters a0 and w � a0�ql�=m 2. It is convenient
to represent the differential probability as a distribution over
the quantum parameter of the emitted photon K� a0�kl�=m 2

or final electron w 0 � a0�q 0l�=m 2 connected by the conserva-
tion law w � w 0 � K. For a given s, the final quasi-momentum
of an electron q 0 is uniquely determined by the momentum of
the emitted photon l by the conservation law (and vice versa),
while the spatial components of the delta function remove the
integration over d3q 0 (or, conversely, over d3l). The remain-
ing time component of the delta function determines the
discrete frequencies at which radiation occurs with absorp-
tion from the field of a various number of photons, depending
on the direction of radiation (in the frame where the electron
is initially at rest on average, determined by Eqn (30)).
Integration over the remaining photon momentum (conse-
quently, the final quasi-momentum of the electron) is
simplified if it is performed before summing over s in the
center-of-mass system (depending on the number of absorbed
photons s), where q� sk � 0. In the considered case of a
circularly polarized wave, the integral over the azimuthal
angle is idle; the energy integral removes the remaining delta
function; and the polar angle integral is transformed into an
integral over the invariant variable K:�

d3q 0 d3l
�2E 0��2O� d

�4��q 0 � lÿ qÿ sk� . . . � p
2

�
dK
w

. . . : �33�

Taking this into consideration, we finally obtain [76, 135, 136]

Re!eg � am 2

E
� w

0

dK
w

X1
s�s0�K�

�
ÿJ 2

s �z� �
a 2
0

2

�
K 2

2ww 0
� 1

�
� ÿJ 2

s�1�z� � J 2
sÿ1�z� ÿ 2J 2

s �z�
��
; �34�

where w 0 � wÿ K,

z � 2a0��������������
1� a 2

0

q ���������������������������������
s0�K�

ÿ
sÿ s0�K�

�q
; s0�K� � Ka0�1� a 2

0 �
2ww 0

:

�35�
Here, the overall factor a corresponds to the first order of the
process with respect to the quantized field; the factor m=E
takes into account relativistic time dilation in the reference
frame, in which the electron is initially at rest on average,
while the remaining part of the formula determines the
dependence on invariant dimensionless parameters a0 and w
and the distribution (now continuous) over the variable K,
which is convenient for theoretical analysis. Of greater
importance for experiment are, naturally, the angular and
energy distributions, which are related to derived Eqn (34)
taking into account the definition K � a0�oO=m 2��1ÿ cos y�.
However, it is only reasonable to derive such distributions
for the parameters of particular experiments [8]. The
quantity s0�K�, which is the minimal number of photons
absorbed from the wave kinematically allowed for the
given K, can also be found using the Kibble kinematic
inequality �emnlrqnk ll r�24 0 [76]. On the contrary, for a fixed
s, the inequality s5 s0�K� limits K from above by a value Ks,

which is the Compton edge for the absorption of s photons
from a wave.

It can be shown [76, 135, 136] that, in the weak-field limit,
a0 5 1, Eqn (34) is dominated by the component with s � 1,
and it transforms into a product of the Klein±Nishina cross
section [76, 137] and the photon flux density E 2=�4po� �
moa 2

0 =�4pe 2� in a wave, and, in the classical limit, w5 1 (34)
(with corresponding changes in notations, in particular, after
transition from probability to intensity of radiation), into the
classical Schott formula [30] for radiation of an electron in a
constant perpendicular magnetic field. This result is natural,
since the classical motion of an electron, which is on average
at rest in the field of a circularly polarized wave, as well as in a
constant magnetic field, is a uniform circular motion.

In the most interesting limiting case a0 ! 1 (at o! 0
and constant field strengths E0 � moa0=e and w), the
effective values of s in (34) determined by the condition
s9 z turn out to be s ' 2s0. This shows that, for large a0,
the values of s / a 3

0 included in the sum are very large [31,
136]. Taking this circumstance into account, we can
proceed from summation over s to integration over a
new variable t defined according to s � 2s0�1� t=a0�, for
which the ratio z=s � 1ÿ �1� t 2�=�2a 2

0 � is close to unity, and
use the asymptotic form [30, 155]

Js�z� � s
ÿ1=3
0 Ai

��
s0

a 3
0

�2=3

�1� t 2�
�
: �36�

With the same accuracy, the lower integration limit ÿa0 can
be replaced withÿ1. The dependence on a0 then disappears,
and after transformation and calculation of the integral over t
using the properties of the Airy function, we arrive at [76, 156]

Re!eg � RCCF
e!eg�w� � ÿ

am 2

E
� w

0

dK
w

�
Ai1�x�

�
�
2

x
� K

���
x
p �

Ai 0�x�
�
; x �

�
K
ww 0

�2=3

�37�

(since in this limit the quasi-momentum no longer has
meaning, it is reasonable to also change the normalization
so that E is now p0 rather than q0. Equation (37) coincides
with the result for a constant crossed field [31] and, as can be
seen from its derivation, the approximation under discussion,
applicable at a0 4 max f1; �ww 0=K�1=3g, in particular, is
always violated at sufficiently small K; however, it is quite
applicable in the main radiation region K � w provided
a0 4 w 1=3 0 1 [31, 157±159].

Figure 7 shows the distributions of dRe!eg�K�=dK over the
invariant variable K at a fixed E according to Eqn (34), for
several values of a0, and also in comparison with Eqn (37). It
can be seen from the figure that the dependence on K is
essentially nonmonotonic, which is due to the closing of
absorption channels for a small number of photons as K
increases. It is also seen that, at K < K1 and at a0 9 1, in the
entire region, with the exception of only K � w, the linear
Compton effect dominates with the absorption of one photon
from the wave. On the contrary, in the region of large K (the
larger a0, the farther to the left it extends), the contribution of
processes with large s is significant, and Eqn (34) transforms
there into (37). In accordance with the discussion above, at
a0 4 max f1; w 1=3g, this region almost completely determines
the total probability of radiation. An analysis of the angular
and energy distributions in a laboratory system can be found,
for example, in [8, 38, 160].
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The dependence of the total probability of emission of a
photon by an electron per unit time Re!eg on a0 is plotted in
Fig. 8. It can be seen from the figure that, at a0 9 1, the main
contribution comes from the channel with s � 1, while at
a0 4 1, the contribution of all partial channels decreases, so
the probability is determined by processes with the absorp-
tion of a large number of photons from the wave. It

monotonically increases with increasing a0, and at a0 4 1 (in
practice with a significant margin even for w � 1) asymptoti-
cally tends to the probability in a constant crossed field. In the
classical theory, this transition corresponds to the transition
from the Schott formula to the synchrotron radiation formula
[30, 102].

The dependence dRCCF
e!eg=dK on K shown in Fig. 7, for

not too large w is a monotonic decrease for increasing K.
At K! 0, the spectrum has an integrable singularity
/ Kÿ2=3 [31] due to the assumed infinite extent of the
field, and at K close to w it decreases exponentially:
dRCCF

e!eg�u�=du / exp �ÿ2K=3w�wÿ K��. However, at w0 16, a
maximum appears at K close to w, which is increasingly
strongly pronounced with a further increase in w (Fig. 9a).
This maximum, which is even more noticeable in the
transition from the probability of radiation to its intensity,
is proposed to be used in the creation of a photon collider
[161].

The dependence of the total probability of radiation per
unit time RCCF

e!eg�w� in a constant crossed field on w at a fixed E
is shown in Fig. 9b. It can be seen that it increases
monotonically with increasing w and has the asymptotic
form [4, 31]

RCCF
e!eg�w� �

am 2

E
1:44w ; w5 1 ;

1:46w 2=3 ; w4 1 :

�
�38�

The first asymptotic formula corresponds to the classical
theory, since in the transition from probability to intensity in
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the w! 0 limit Planck's constant drops out. In practice, this
asymptotic form begins to be significantly violated as early as
at w0 0:02 [107, 108]. The second asymptotic formula, on the
contrary, corresponds to the quantum regime; its accuracy is
10%, 5%, and 1% at w > 15, w > 40, and w > 430, respec-
tively.

In the case of elliptical (in particular, linear) polariza-
tion, the general approach and results are basically similar
to those in the case of circular polarization. However, if a0
is understood not as the root-mean-square but as the
amplitude value, some formulas, in particular, the one for
the effective mass in (26), which is implicitly included in
Eqns (35), need to be corrected accordingly. In addition,
the Fourier integral in Eqn (29) reduces to the following
functions:

An�s; a; b� �
� 2p

0

dj
2p

cos n j exp
�
i
ÿ
sjÿ a sinj� b sin �2j��� ;

n � 0; 1; 2 �39�

(which, in the case of circular polarization b � 0, in turn
reduce to Bessel functions). Finally, in the frame of the center
of mass of the initial electron and s wave photons, the
distribution is no longer azimuthally symmetric. The corre-
sponding results are discussed in [3, 31].

For a plane wave of finite duration (a laser pulse), the
field is not periodic; consequently, the invariant amplitude
is not expanded in a series, but is expressed by the Fourier
integral (in this case, the variable s becomes continuous
and, in essence, acquires the meaning of not a number but
the energy of photons absorbed from a wave measured in
units of a conventional carrier frequency), and instead of
the probability per unit time Re!eg, the total probability of
the process We!eg is calculated for the entire duration of
the pulse. In this case, the initial and final states are
determined in asymptotic regions where the field is still or
already absent [162], and therefore there is no need to
explicitly introduce quasimomenta and the effective mass
of the initial and final states of the electron (at the same
time, its dressing inside the pulse, in particular, the
formation of the effective mass, is still correctly taken
into account in the Volkov solutions and formulas for the
process amplitude; notably, it manifests itself in the
spectrum of emitted photons) [154]. An analog of Eqn (29)

then reduces to integrals of the form

An�s; a; b� �
� �1
ÿ1

gn�j� exp �iÿsjÿ f �j��� dj
2p

;
�40�

f �j� � a
� j

ÿ1
g�j� djÿ b

� j

ÿ1
g 2�j� dj ;

where n � 0, 1, 2, and g�j� is the pulse profile (that includes
both the carrier and the envelope). Except for artificially
simple cases, integrals (40) cannot be determined analytically
and should be calculated numerically. However, the integral
A0 formally diverges, and it must first be regularized by
integration by parts with the nonintegral term discarded
[163]:

A0 7! A0 ÿ d�s� � 1

s

� �1
ÿ1

f 0�j� exp �i�sjÿ f �j��� dj
2p

: �41�

The meaning of this procedure is that it eliminates the
contribution of the kinematically forbidden process of
radiation without absorption of photons from the field,
which continues for a formally infinite time and thereby
leads to divergence. For short pulses, the resulting spectra
and angular distributions strongly depend on their profile [18,
21, 164±168]; however, in the limit of long pulses, the
probability of the process is proportional to their duration,
and the results for a monochromatic field are reproduced.
The process was also calculated for polarized particles in the
case of a monochromatic wave [169], for short pulses [170],
and in a constant crossed field [171].

Since real high-intensity laser pulses are tightly focused, it
is also of interest to take into account focusing effects, which
apparently requires going beyond the plane-wave approxima-
tion. In the case of fast particles, the operator method [76,
172] dating back to Schwinger [108] can be used to show that
the motion of such particles in an arbitrary inhomogeneous
field is semiclassical,7 and their radiation is essentially
described by the classical formula, in which the quantum
nature of the process in an arbitrary inhomogeneous field
only manifests itself in the need to additionally take into
account theDoppler effect in the recoil due to the radiation of
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e!eg in a constant crossed field as a function of w.

7 Under additional assumptionE;H5Ecr. In a plane wave and a constant

crossed field, this description becomes accurate, which is reflected in the

quasiclassical form (21) of exact solutions of the Dirac equation.
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a hard photon and the spin contribution to radiation (spin
light [173]). As was recently shown for a plane wave, in which
the equation of motion, taking into account that radiation
friction is solved exactly in the Landau and Lifshitz approx-
imation [110], the quantum recoil can then be formally taken
into account in the classical formula similarly to the exact
account for radiation friction in the NTS [174, 175]. An
alternative method is based on a generalization of the above
approach using approximate solutions of the Dirac equation
for fast particles in arbitrary fields, generalizing the Volkov
solutions [176±178]. Both approaches make it possible to
substantiate the applicability of the locally constant field
approximation for fast particles in strong fields, but the
corrections have been systematically calculated and analyzed
only for the case of a plane wave [158, 159].

The process of nonlinear Compton scattering was
observed in the second half of the 1990s at SLAC in the
E144 experiment [37, 38], where an electron beam emerging
from a linear accelerator with an energy of 46.6 GeV collided
at an angle of 17� with laser pulses with a power of ' 1 TW,
duration of 1.5 ps, and wavelength of 1054 nm (527 nm after
frequency doubling with an efficiency of � 50%). Under
these conditions, the values a0 � 0:5 and w � 0:3 were
reached, and photons emitted with the absorption of s � 2,
3, and 4 quanta from the laser pulse were observedÐ the data
agreed with Eqn (34) with an accuracy of � 10%. The main
problem in carrying out such experiments is the need to
combine and synchronize a powerful laser and an electron
accelerator. In 2019, the results of experiments at RAL
(Rutherford Appleton Laboratory) [39, 40] were published,
where the laser pulse was divided into two, and electrons,
after being accelerated by a wake plasma wave generated in
a gas jet by one of them, collided with another. Such a
setup simplifies synchronization, but acceleration instabil-
ity becomes problematic, due to which most shots turn out
to be idle. The contribution of radiation friction to the
spectrum of scattered electrons was measured. Finally,
experiments on nonlinear Compton scattering are cur-
rently being carried out in CoReLS, and, in the near
future, the LUXE (Laser Und XLEL Experiment) experi-
ments will begin at DESY (Deutsches Elektronen Synchro-
tron) [179] and E-320 at SLAC [180], in which it is planned to
study in detail the process under consideration for a0 � 1ÿ5
and w � 1.

4.3 Photoproduction of a pair
The second elementary process is the production of an
electron±positron pair by a photon in an external field gL!
e�eÿL (multiphotonBreit±Wheeler process) [2]; its diagram is
depicted in Fig. 6b. It can be seen that it is obtained from the
diagram of Fig. 6a by interchanging the initial electron with
the final photon,

Sg!e�eÿ � ÿie
�
d4x �C �A�p 0 �x� 6el

exp �ÿilx� ������4p
p������

2O
p C �A�ÿp �x� ;

�42�

and, according to the crossing-symmetry rules, taking into
account the same number of initial and final polarization
states in both cases, the modulus squared of the invariant
amplitude of this process hjM �s�

g!e�eÿ j2ipol averaged and
summed over polarizations is obtained from Eqn (29) for
the emission of a photon by an electron by making
substitutions lm ! ÿl m and p m ! ÿp m (in our notation,

equivalent to the substitutions K! ÿK and w! ÿw) and a
change in the overall sign due to the replacement of the
electron density matrix with the positron density matrix [3,
136]. In addition, in the expression for the probability of the
process per unit time, integration should now be carried out
over the 4-quasi-momenta qm of the final positron and q 0m of
the final electron; the corresponding phase volume is�

d3q d3q 0

�2E��2E 0� d
�4��q 0 � qÿ lÿ sk� . . . � p

2

�
dw
K

. . . �43�

(the distribution over w 0 in this case is identical to the
distribution over w).

After corresponding changes are made in Eqn (34), the
probability per unit time of the process under consideration
with unpolarized photons in a circularly polarized mono-
chromatic wave is expressed as [136]

Rg!e�eÿ � am 2

O

� K

0

dw
K

X1
s�s0�w�

�
J 2
s �z� �

a 2
0

2

�
K 2

2ww 0
ÿ 1

�
� ÿJ 2

s�1�z� � J 2
sÿ1�z� ÿ 2J 2

s �z�
��
; �44�

where z and s0�w� are as before determined by Eqns (35), in
which, however, now w 0 � Kÿ w. An important difference
between this process and the nonlinear Compton effect is that
the minimum number of photons absorbed from the field is
limited by the kinematics:8

smin � min
w

s0�w� � 2a0�1� a 2
0 �

K
; �45�

thus, Rg!e�eÿ / a 2smin

0 for a0 5 1, and in the classical limit
K5 1, in which smin !1, the photoproduction of a pair is
suppressed exponentially. The distribution of the produced
pairs over w for a0 � 0:5 is shown in Fig. 10a. It is interesting
that in this case the contribution of partial processes at small
a0 decreases monotonically with increasing s, while at a0 0 1
it first increases, attaining a maximum, and then decreases.

Similar to the case of the photon emission process, for
a0 4 max f1; �ww 0=K�1=3g, Eqn (44) asymptotically trans-
forms into the result for a constant crossed field [76, 156]:

Rg!e�eÿ � RCCF
g!e�eÿ�K�

� am 2

O

� K

0

dw
K

�
Ai1�x� �

�
2

x
ÿ K

���
x
p �

Ai 0�x�
�
; �46�

x �
�

K
ww 0

�2=3

:

As can be seen from Fig. 10b, with increasing a0, the total
probability (44), which at first varies nonmonotonically,
significantly exceeds the probability in a constant crossed
field, but at K � 1 already at a0 0 2 approaches (46) with
good accuracy.

The dependences of the distribution of produced pairs
with respect to the variable w and the total probability of
photoproduction of a pair per unit time in a constant crossed
field approximation are displayed in Fig. 11. It can be seen
that the distribution over w of the produced pair for small K is

8 The number smin can also be easily found from the inequality

�l� sk�2 5 4m 2
� , which follows from the law of conservation of 4-quasi-

momentum taking into account the photons absorbed from the field.
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single-bumped, but for K0 5 it exhibits two bumps with a
hollow in the middle. The total probability of pair production
per unit time in a constant crossed field has the following
asymptotic form [4, 31]:

RCCF
g!e�eÿ�w� �

am 2

O
0:23K exp

�
ÿ 8

3K

�
; K5 1 ;

0:38K 2=3 ; K4 1 :

8<: �47�

We note the rapid decrease in the probability of this
process in the classical limit K! 0 and the nonanalytical
dependence, similar to that arising in the Schwinger effect
[34], on the parameter K, due to the infinite number of
photons (of zero frequency) absorbed from the field in the
constant field limit.

Similar to the nonlinear Compton effect, pair photopro-
duction has been studied in detail in pulsed fields (see, for
example, [18, 181±185]) and was also observed in the SLAC-
E144 experiment [38, 186], where pairs were produced by
backscattered electrons at a0 � 0:2 and K � 0:2 (at the
boundary of the perturbative regime) and 9 0:02 positrons
per shot were detected; nevertheless, the onset of the upper (at
K5 1) nonperturbative asymptotic form (47) was successfully
detected. A more accurate and detailed study of this effect at
somewhat more extreme parameters is planned to be carried

out in the coming years in the LUXE experiments at DESY
[179] and E320 experiment at SLAC [180].

4.4 Characteristic scales, backreaction,
and approximation of a locally constant field
We now discuss a number of subtle questions key to under-
standing the nature of the strong field regime, which are
related to the concept of effective mass, the characteristic
scales of processes in the strong field regime and their
hierarchy, and the meaning and applicability of the external
and locally constant field approximations, which sometimes
cause confusion in publications. For greater clarity, the
discussion is carried out at the level of qualitative assess-
ments.

The concepts of quasi-momentum q m and effective mass
m� � m�1� a 2

0 �1=2 ' ma0 (for simplicity, we assume a0 0 1,
which corresponds to relativistic transverse motion in the
classical theory and nonperturbative dressing in the quantum
one) characterize the dressing of particles in an electromag-
netic wave and arise already in the classical description of the
motion of particles in it, where the effective mass takes into
account the part of the energy and momentum � eE=o
associated with the transverse oscillations of a charged
particle in the wave, and the quasi-momentum characterizes
themotion of the leading center of these oscillations. Hence, it
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is clear that the characteristic time of their formation is of the
order of the wave period, td � oÿ1, and m� is determined by
the characteristic work of the field and the transfer of
momentum to the particle by the field in time td, m� ' eEtd.
In quantum theory, dressing by a field is characterized by the
processes of exchange of photons with the field, depicted by
the diagram in Fig. 5. Let the electron absorb sin photons
from the wave and emit sout photons back into the wave.9

Then, the processes with sin9 sout in the classical language
correspond to the deceleration or acceleration of the leading
center upon recoil from radiation (i.e., radiation friction),
while those with sin � sout just lead to the formation of an
effective mass [31, 187]. Moreover, the characteristic number
of external-field photons, sd � m�=o, involved in dressing
even one electron, can be very large, and the question arises as
to whether this process can deplete the field.

Equating the energy density nm� of the transverse motion
of electrons in a wave, where n is their density, to the field
energy density hE 2i=�4p�, taking into account the definition
of a0 (2), we find that they become equal when

o0opl �
�������������
4pe 2n
m�

s
; n0 ncr � m�o2

4pe 2
: �48�

The quantity opl is called the relativistic plasma frequency,
and condition (48) determines the threshold for wave
absorption in a relativistic laser plasma [123]. Thus, the
external field approximation is applicable in an optically
transparent plasma and is only violated under condition
(48). In the case of a single particle, the average density can
be estimated as n � o3; hence, it is clear that condition (48) is
violated with a large margin for optical-range lasers, so the
backreaction (at least for the considered times of � oÿ1) can
be completely neglected. We note that the critical concentra-
tion is proportional to a0, and in regime (48) one should take
into account the change in the dispersion relation of the wave
and, consequently, the modification of the Volkov solution
[188].

However, as we shall now see, the time tf characteristic for
the formation of photon radiation (and photoproduction of a
pair) in a strong field is much shorter. To estimate tf, we
assume that an ultrarelativistic electron moving in a perpen-
dicular constant electric field of strength Ewith momentum p
and energy E �

�����������������
p 2 �m 2

p
4m radiates forward a photon

with frequency O and momentum l � O. In such a field,
the momentum component perpendicular to the field is
conserved, but energy is not conserved, since the field does
work by deflecting the electron, due to which the process
is possible. During the time t, the electron acquires
momentum p?�t� � eEt in the direction of the field, and its
energy changes as E�t� � �p 2 � p 2

?�t� �m 2�1=2. Assuming
non-relativistic motion along the field (to which we will
return after the estimate is completed), we can make an
expansion

E�t� � p� p 2
?�t� �m 2

2p
; �49�

and a similar formula for the electron energy E 0 after it emits a
photon. Then, taking into account the conservation of the
momentum component perpendicular to the field p � p 0 � l,

the energy mismatch in the process takes the form

Q�t� � E 0�t� � Oÿ E�t� '
ÿ
p 2
?�t� �m 2

�
O

2E�E ÿ O� : �50�

The characteristic time tf of the formation of the process
is determined in [189±191] from the uncertainty relation
Q�tf�tf � 1. Disregarding the mass (see below), we find in
terms of dimensionless quantum parameters w � eEE=m 3,
K � eEO=m 3, and w 0 � eEE 0=m 3 � wÿ K:

tf � m

eE

�
ww 0

K

�1=3

� 1

oa0

�
ww 0

K

�1=3

: �51�

Estimate (51) agrees with the results obtained in [157±159,
192] and in Section 4.2.10

For sufficiently small K5 w, time tf is large, and the
assumptions made are not fulfilled [157±159]; hence, tf � oÿ1.
However, for K ' w, we have tf � w 1=3=a0o, and for a0 4 w 1=3

the inequality tf 5 td is satisfied, which confirms the assump-
tions made in the derivation of Eqn (51) that the field is
constant and it is not necessary to take the effective mass into
account. Furthermore, we have p?�tf� ' mw 1=3, so neglecting
the mass in Eqn (50) is justified at w0 1. Finally, expansion
(49) is justified for p � mg0mw 1=3. Since in a strong field
g0 a0 (where g � a0 corresponds to particles captured by
the field, and g4 a0 corresponds to fast particles entering
the field), for a0 4 w 1=3, this condition is also automatically
satisfied, finally confirming that the logic used in the
evaluation is correct.

So, under the condition a0 4 w 1=3 0 1 and not too small K,
the characteristic time of formation of process (51) is much
less than the wave period, and, consequently, the field can be
considered locally constant. It is this factor that explains why
the effective mass drops out in the transition from Eqn (32) to
Eqn (37) and may be not taken into account in the above
reasoning. Expressing the radiation formation time in terms
of w and E, tf � E=m 2w 2=3, it can be easily seen that it
determines, in order of magnitude, the process probability
scale per unit time in the regime a0 4 w 1=3 0 1 (the lower
asymptotics of the total probability in (38)) according to
RCCF

e!eg�w� ' a=tf. The factor a apparently means, as is natural
for first-order processes, the probability of decay in time tf.
The same results and conclusions with only the replacement
w! K are apparently valid as well for the photoproduction
of a pair, with the exception that, in accordance with its
inherent kinematics, the energy mismatch is minimized at
w � w 0 � K=2 and a special case similar to emission of soft
photons does not occur. This explains the universality of the
asymptotic forms / w 2=3; K 2=3 of first-order processes in a
constant field for large values of the quantum parameter.

The number Ds of photons absorbed from the wave
during emission can be estimated as the ratio of the energy
mismatch Q�tf� ' tÿ1f to the frequency of the wave o,
yielding Ds � a0=w 1=3. Under the conditions of applicability
of the constant field approximation, the number Ds is large,
but the question arises as to how this result complies with the

9 To introduce these numbers in an explicit way, Volkov solutions (21)

should be expanded into a Fourier series prior to being substituted into

matrix element (27).

10 The above reasoning was presented in [191] specifically to clarify the

derivation of characteristic scales without using the explicit form of the

Volkov functions and matrix elements. Of course, the same result can also

be obtained directly from the formulas in Section 4.2, since, as follows

from the derivation of asymptotic form (36), the integration variable c in

the integral representation of the Airy function is formally related to the

phase of the wave j by the relation c � a0�K=2ww 0�1=3j.
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much larger number s0 � �Ds�3 4Ds appearing in formula
(35). The number s0 only appears if we consider the process of
radiation at times td 4 tf, at which the electron after
radiation changes is redressed, and the effective mass is
formed [185]. Indeed, in this case, setting E � �p 2 �m 2

� �1=2,
E 0 � �p 0 2 �m 2

� �1=2, and proceeding by analogy with the
previous reasoning, we arrive instead of (50) at

Q� ' m 2
�O

2E�E ÿ O� � os0 ; �52�

with the same s0 as in (35). In other words, the number s0
appearing in (35) is actually the number of photons absorbed
from the wave not only in the process of emission itself but
also in the subsequent redressing of the electron. However,
the time of the latter process is td � oÿ1 4 tf, and it is no
longer directly related to radiation. At this stage, the process
is already purely classical, which can be seen from the
relationship Q� td � s0 4 1. Finally, as can be easily seen, at
g0 a0 we always have s0 9 sd; therefore, according to the
previous reasoning, despite the seemingly catastrophic
increase / a 3

0 in the number of photons absorbed from the
field with an increase in a0 in redressing the electron in
radiating a hard photon [31, 193], the external field approx-
imation is quite applicable up to reaching the opacity limit
determined by condition (48).

Apparently, the key and most interesting feature of
processes in a strong field, which significantly distinguishes
them from ordinary QED processes that involve individual
photons, is precisely their multiphoton character. However,
the complex form of the spectra in Figs 7a±c and 10a
corresponds to the parameters at which the number of
photons from the wave involved in the process is small.
In particular, the sharp dips in Fig. 7a±c correspond to a
change in their number by one. In the multiphoton regime,
such oscillations are smoothed out (Fig. 7d) (see also
[157]). From this point of view, it is precisely the regime
a0 4 max f1; �ww 0=K�1=3g in which the formation time of the
process tf is short compared to the characteristic time of the
change in the fieldoÿ1 that should be considered a real strong
field regime. In this sense, the locally constant crossed field
(LCCF) approximation, in which the interference between
radiation occurring in non-overlapping formation intervals is
neglected, is a manifestation of the strong field regime. In the
LCCF approximation, the probability of a radiation process
in an arbitrary field is represented as the sum of incoherent
contributions from all formation intervals:

We!eg �
�
RCCF

e!eg

ÿ
w�t�� dt ; �53�

where RCCF
e!eg�w� is the probability of radiation in a constant

crossed field determined by Eqn (37) and w�t� is a quantum
parameter calculated using the local strengths of the electric
and magnetic fields at the current location r�t� for the current
energy E�t� and momentum p�t� of an electron along its
trajectory in the field under consideration:

w�t� � e

m 3

��
E�t�Eÿr�t�; t�� p�t� �H

ÿ
r�t�; t��2

ÿ
�
E
ÿ
r�t�; t� p�t��2�1=2 : �54�

The semiclassical nature of the motion of an electron with
w0 1 in arbitrary fields E; H5Ecr is additionally used

(which is exactly realized without additional restrictions in
the plane-wave field), whichmakes it possible to introduce the
concept of a classical trajectory before and after radiation
events, as well as between them [76, 172]. An approximation
of the same meaning is used to calculate the spectrum of
emitted photons and for other processes, in particular, pair
photoproduction. Formally, to justify Eqn (53), derivation
can be based on localized wave packets constructed from
known solutions (generalizing the Volkov solution) of the
Dirac equation in the high-energy approximation (the mean-
ing of which is equivalent to quasi-classical), representing the
square of the amplitude modulus (27) in the form of a double
integral over d4x d4x 0, passing in it to integration over
X m � �xm � x 0m�=2 and xm � x m ÿ x 0m, expanding the
expressions in the exponent and pre-exponential factor in
powers of xm and interpretingX m � �T;X� as the current time
and location of the formation interval from which the
radiation is considered [177].

As noted, the LCCF approximation is completely synon-
ymous with the strong field regime and, therefore, enables a
correct description of any phenomena specific to this regime.
However, the experiments currently being carried out and
planned for the foreseeable future will be conducted in the
regime w � a0 0 1 in which the accuracy of the LCCF
approximation is lower than the measurement accuracy. In
addition, even in the case of fields with a0 4 1, while entering
and leaving a strong field region, particles still inevitably pass
through a weak field region, in which the LCCF approxima-
tion is inapplicable. Although the probability of the con-
sidered processes in the region of a relatively weak field is
suppressed, nevertheless, for the correct interpretation of
experiments in such situations, it is necessary to calculate
corrections to the LCCF approximation or develop more
general approaches, to which much attention is devoted in
today's literature [157±159, 177, 194±198].

5. Higher-order processes

In addition to the simplest first-order processes considered
above, apparently, more complex higher-order processes can
also occur. They can be classified in different ways. In
particular, as in conventional QED, a general diagram
contains a skeleton and loops. In sufficiently strong weakly-
inhomogeneous fields, a0 0am=o, of a general type, tree
diagrams of large multiplicity can dominate; such processes
are called self-sustaining cascades. The loops determine the
radiative corrections to the internal and external lines
(moreover, in the presence of a field, the corrections to the
external lines do not reduce to renormalization and lead to
nontrivial effects) and vertices. For very strong weakly-
inhomogeneous fields, a0 4 w 1=3 0aÿ1=2, the role of radia-
tive corrections can become dominant. In the modern
literature, this assertion is known as the Ritus±Narozhny
conjecture [199].

5.1 Single-stage and cascade processes
In fields that are not too strong (see Section 5.3), it is sufficient
to consider any process in the lowest order in a in the tree
approximation. The main differences between higher-order
processes in the tree approximation and the main ones are the
increased number of initial and final interacting particles and
the emergence of internal lines in the diagrams. Internal
electron lines in amplitude are associated with a propagator
in an external field, which in a plane wave field in the
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coordinate representation has the form [148, 200]

S �A��x 0; x� �
�

d4p

�2p�4 Ep�x 0� i�6p�m�
p 2 ÿm 2 � i0

�Ep�x� �55�

(in the monochromatic case in (55) it is convenient to use
quasi-momentum instead of momentum, in which case the
mass is also replaced by the effective mass).

Since a QED vertex always attaches two electron lines
(each of which can be internal or external), it is customary
in modern approaches to higher-order processes to
redefine the diagram technique by moving the dressing
from the electronic external lines and propagators to
vertices [148, 201]. Then, the external and internal
electronic lines become free, while the vertices are dressed
by an external field, ÿiegm 7! ÿ ieG �s�m �p 0; p�. After such a
redefinition, at each dressed vertex, the conservation law
p m � sk m � p 0m � l m is satisfied, taking into account the
absorption of s photons from the wave at such a vertex, and
the invariant amplitude includes summation over the num-
bers of photons absorbed at each of the vertices. For example,
in the generally accepted notation, invariant amplitude (29) of
the nonlinear Compton effect is represented as M

�s�
e!eg �

ÿie�up 0e m �G �s�m �p 0; p�up (Fig. 12a) (cf. Fig. 6a).
The most studied processes are the second-order ones:

trident process eL! ee�eÿL (Fig. 12b) [202±212] and two-
photon radiation eL! eggL (nonlinear double Compton
effect) (Fig. 12c) [213±219]. The invariant amplitude, for
example, of the former process in a plane monochromatic
wave in the conventional notation is represented as

M
�s�
eÿ!eÿe�eÿ

� 4pie 2
X
s1

ÿ
�up 0G �s1�m�p 0; p�up

�ÿ
�upÿG

�sÿs1�
m �pÿ;ÿp��uÿp�

�
�p� s1kÿ p 0�2 � i0

ÿ fp 0 $ pÿg ; �56�

the general conservation law having the form p m � sk m �
p 0m � p m

� � p m
ÿ, and fp 0 $ pÿg symbolizes the contribution of

the exchange diagram, in which the final electrons are
interchanged.

Since the first-order processes are kinematically allowed
in the presence of an external field, a common feature of the
processes of the second and higher orders is that virtual
particles (a photon in Fig. 12b and an electron in Fig. 12c)
can appear on the mass shell. In the case of a monochromatic
wave or a constant field, this leads to divergences known as
Oleinik resonances [133]. To isolate the divergent contribu-
tions, the propagator of each internal line should be split into
positive-frequency and advanced parts [220]. The former part
contains an additional delta function supported on the mass
shell of the virtual particle, which, after squaring, leads to an
additional factor d�p 2 ÿm 2�jp 2�m 2 proportional to the
duration of the process t [203, 206, 221]. This part of the

process is called two-stage or cascade; strictly speaking, it was
specifically this part that was observed in the SLAC E-144
experiment [38, 186]. It is easy to see that, in the strong field
mode, a0 4 w 1=3 (i.e., in the LCCF approximation), its
probability / �at=tf�2 and it factorizes into a convolution of
probability distributions of sequential first-order processes.

In practice, to calculate multistage (cascade) processes,
numerical simulation is widely used, in which the motion of
electrons and positrons in a field is described as classical, that
of hard photons is described as ballistic, and the elementary
processes of emission of a hard photon by electrons and
positrons and photoproduction of a pair are modeled by the
Monte Carlo method in the LCCF approximation (see
Section 4.4 and Eqns (37) and (46)). This approach, which is
now considered standard, is used, for example, in the CAIN
[222] and GUINEA-PIG [223] codes for modeling beam
collisions in colliders. However, due to the specifics of laser
plasma, special codes have been independently developed for
modeling processes in strong fields. Several alternative
schemes have been proposed for the actual implementation
of the main processes considered in Section 4 by the Monte
Carlo method [224±229]. In the simplest of the methods [224],
the time step Dt of integration of the classical equations of
motion of the available particles is chosen so that condition
Dt5 �a0o�ÿ1 [230] is satisfied, and, in addition, the prob-
ability of the process under consideration (for definiteness,
photon emission; photoproduction of a pair is included
similarly) at this step is small (RCCF

e!egDt5 1, which for
electrons and positrons with w0 1 is fulfilled automatically
due to

RCCF
e!eg�w�Dt '

am 2w 2=3

E
1

oa0
' a

w 1=3
5 1 ; �57�

taking into account that w ' a0oE=m 2), and then at each step
for each available particle, two pseudo-random numbers
r1; 2 2 �0; 1� are generated. If r1 < RCCF

e!eg�w�Dt, it is assumed
that this particle at the considered step emits a photon strictly
forward, with the quantum parameter K � a0�kl�=m 2, deter-
mined by the solution of the equation

1

RCCF
e!eg

� K

0

dRCCF
e!eg

dK
dK � r2 ; �58�

where the distribution over K is defined in Eqn (37) (in
practice, to speed up calculations, this distribution is inter-
polated or tabulated in advance). Such an approach greatly
overestimates the probability of emitting soft photons with
K5 1, for which the LCCF approximation is inapplicable.
However, such processes can be ignored, since soft photons
certainly do not produce pairs, and their emission has little
effect on the electron dynamics. Strictly speaking, based on
the meaning of the Monte Carlo method, the simulation
results should also be averaged over a large �> 103� ensemble
of simulation implementations; however, for example, when
simulating a multiple cascade at long times, it is sufficient to
only average over the cascade itself.

We return to the separation of the multi-stage (cascade)
part from the amplitude of the process. Other contributions,
including interference ones,/ a 2t=tf. Therefore, at radiation
times tr ' aÿ1tf with an accuracy of O�a�, it is sufficient to
take into account only cascade processes, since the remaining
contributions (including interference), which correspond to a
single-stage process, can significantly manifest themselves
only at large times, aÿ2tf � aÿ1tr, and should be modeled in

sp
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Figure 12. Feynman diagrams in the representation of bare lines and a

dressed vertex: (a) photon emission in an external field (nonlinear

Compton effect) and second-order processesÐ (b) trident process and

(c) double photon emission.
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Monte Carlo codes by separate event generators. Due to the
difference between themethods of accounting for cascade and
single-stage processes in Monte Carlo codes, the correspond-
ing division of processes intomulti- and single-stage processes
is of a conceptual nature. In the case of a pulsed field, similar
to first-order processes, the sums over s are replaced by
integrals, and, instead of the probability per unit time, the
total probability of the process over the entire time should be
calculated. However, in the case of long pulses �t4 tf�, the
total probability of the process again contains contributions
proportional to t 2 and t, which are identified with two- and
one-stage processes, respectively. In addition, proposed in
study [208] was an alternative division of the total probability
of a process in a finite-duration pulse or the probability over a
period in a monochromatic field based on the observation
that the probability of a second-order cascade process at
a0 4 1 is asymptotically / a 2

0 , while the probability of a
single-stage process is / a0. This approach is reasonable,
since a0 is inversely proportional to the characteristic
frequency, i.e., ultimately proportional to the period of the
field or its duration. Note that for a0 9 1 the LCCF
approximation is inapplicable, and the division of processes
into cascade and single-stage processes breaks down.

Quantitative calculation of spectra and total probabilities
even for the simplest second-order processes in the field of a
plane wave is only possible numerically. The main problems
are the cumbersome contributions due to the mutual
interference of the direct process with the exchange and two-
and one-stage contributions, and the calculation of the five-
fold integral, which remains after removing the delta
functions and other simplifications [206, 209]. Although the
conceptual possibility of such calculations has been demon-
strated in the cited papers, the dependence of the probabilities
of processes, spectra, and angular distributions on para-
meters in all interesting areas of their variation has not yet
been fully investigated. It is also worth noting that, according
to [209], after complete and accurate consideration of all
interference contributions, the probability of a single-stage
trident process in a constant crossed field is negative11 at
w9 20. The meaning of this result is not yet clear either.

5.2 Self-sustaining quantum electrodynamic cascades
We now consider an ultrarelativistic electron that somehow
enters a region of such a strong field that the LCCF
approximation is applicable (it has flown into it or has been
produced directly in this region (see below)), a0 4 w 1=3. Then,
according to the discussion above, at times tr 5 t5 aÿ1tr,
cascade (multi-stage) processes dominate in its interaction
with the field. In the LCCF approximation, their intensity is
determined by the local value (54) of the quantum parameter
(3), which in this case is proportional to the component of the
Lorentz force acting on it perpendicular to the electron
velocity. In the fields close to that of a traveling plane wave,
the Poynting vector is nonzero; the value of w is maximum
when the electron moves against the wave and minimum
when moving in the direction of the wave. In fields of the
standing wave type, the Poynting vector can vanish at the
nodes, and then the value of w is maximum when moving
across the field andminimumwhenmoving along it. With the
exception of the indicated special geometries, in which the

parameter w is anomalously small, in order of magnitude
w � �E=Ecr�g, where g is the Lorentz factor of the electron.
Therefore, for sufficiently large values of the Lorentz factor, w
can reach the optimal values for the considered processes of
� 1 even in fields E5Ecr [31, 186].

In the LCCF approximation, in the course of individual
processes of photon emission or the production of a pair by a
photon, the value w of the initial particle is divided between
the final ones. In the classical regime w5 1, photons with
parameters K � w 2 5 w5 1 are emitted [31], for which the
probability of pair production at the next stage of the cascade
process is exponentially suppressed. In this regime, the
cascade process generated by the electron is reduced to the
sequential emission of a large number of soft photons, and the
recoil of the electron during the emission of individual
photons is negligible and has a cumulative character. This
regime corresponds to the classical radiation friction [31, 231]
discussed in Section 3. However, at large values of the
parameter w0 0:1, the radiation becomes quantum, and its
character changes qualitatively. First, most of the energy in
the quantum regime is transferred on average to hard photons
with quantum parameters K � w comparable to the quantum
parameter of an electron, so the contribution to the recoil of
radiation from individual photons becomes significant. The
resultingDoppler shift of radiation to the red region leads to a
significant suppression of the average radiation intensity,
which can be described by the Gaunt correction factor.
Concurrently, radiation due to the precession of the mag-
netic moment of the electron (spin light) becomes significant.
Finally, the so-called straggling effect becomes important. Its
essence is that the emission of hard photons, which dominates
in the energy balance of radiation, acquires an essentially
stochastic character, and the electron moves at times of the
order of tr between events of their radiation virtually without
radiation friction [232, 233].

At w0 1, the emitted hard photons begin to produce
pairs, which leads to the development of aQED cascade [234±
237]. The same cascades are generated by seed photons
entering the region of a strong field with large values of
K0 1. The cascades generated in a strong field by high-energy
particles with w4 1 are quite similar to extensive air showers
(EASs) generated in the atmosphere by cosmic rays [238]. The
main difference is that the probabilities of emission and
production of pairs by photons in a collision with a nucleus
are determined by the energy of the incident particle, while in
a strong field, by the value of its quantum parameter. At large
values of the latter, the multiplicity of the process increases
rapidly; however, in the course of its growth, the initial value
of the quantum parameter is approximately evenly distrib-
uted among the particles of cascade generations, and for the
particles, of which the generation consists, it rapidly decreases
from generation to generation. When the value of the
quantum parameter diminishes to � 1, photons cease to
produce pairs; the multiplicity stabilizes, and the cascade
decays. Therefore, the final multiplicity of such a cascade
turns out to be numerically of the order of the value w of the
quantum parameter of the seed particle and cannot be too
large. Cascades in the field per se are not exotic either; for
example, they are generated by high-energy cosmic rays in
Earth's magnetosphere.

However, in a sufficiently strong electric field12 (F > 0,
i.e., E > H), a new factor becomes significant, which11 The total probability taking into consideration the two-stage contribu-

tion is, of course, always positive; this result only refers to the total

remaining contribution. 12 That is, the field that can do work.
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fundamentally distinguishes cascades in this field from those
generated by fast particles in weak fields or in a medium.
Namely, in such a field, electrons can be rapidly accelerated in
the interval between emission events, replenishing the energy
expended earlier on the emission of a hard photon. In such a
regime, which is called the regime of a self-sustaining cascade,
the energies of the particles in the cascade do not decrease
from one generation to another, but stabilize on average,
while the multiplicity of pairs and hard photons increases
exponentially with time, and the energy for the formation of a
cascade is eventually extracted from the field [239, 240]. Self-
sustaining cascades are initiated by particles of moderate
rather than high energy with w0 1 (in particular, by those
arising at the decay stage of an ordinary cascade [236, 237])
and develop either until all particles escape from the strong
field region or until the field is depleted. If the strong-field
region is sufficiently large, the latter scenario is realized, in
which the resulting cascade multiplicity can reach macro-
scopic values, and the particle density in the cascade can reach
extreme values [241] (see below).

Self-sustaining cascades resemble another well-known
process, that of avalanche breakdown of a dielectric in a
strong electric field [242] (in which the process of impact
ionization is an analog of pair production); for this reason, it
is also called an avalanche-type cascade, in contrast to
conventional cascades, called shower-type cascades [236].
However, the essential difference again is that the parameter
that determines the intensity of the emission of hard photons
and photoproduction of a pair in a strong field is not the
energy of the incident particle, but its quantum parameter,
which must be replenished in the self-sustaining regime when
particles are accelerated by a field. This is manifested in subtle
differences between the character of particle acceleration
required in the cases under consideration. In particular, if a
charged particle moves in a strictly constant field, its quantum
parameter is conserved; therefore, the inhomogeneity and
nonstationarity of laser fields become the decisive factors for
the replenishment to be maintained during acceleration [224,
240].

To estimate the threshold intensity required for the
development of a self-sustaining cascade, we use a simplified
model of a homogeneous uniformly rotating electric field with
a strength E and a circular rotation frequency o, the
properties of which are close to those of the field at the
antinodes of a plane circularly polarized standing wave [239,
240]. In addition, for simplicity, we assume that, before the
emission of a hard photon, the quantum parameter of the
electron is w0 1 (consequently, a0 4 1 for the LCCF
approximation to be applicable), so the probability of
emission of a hard photon by an electron per unit time is
determined by the lower formula in (38) and, when a hard
photon is emitted, the electron almost completely transfers its
energy to it (and, consequently, it stops completely) [224,
240]. Immediately after the emission, the electron accelerates
again, first along the electric field, rapidly (at times
t � m=�eE�5oÿ1, at which the field has time to turn only
by a small angle ot5 1) becoming relativistic, and then its
Lorentz factor continues to increase with time as g�t� '
eEt=m. As noted above, during acceleration in a constant
field, despite the increase in energy, the parameter w is strictly
conserved, remaining small for an electron initially at rest
�� E=Ecr 5 1�. However, in an inhomogeneous (or nonsta-
tionary) field, this is no longer the case. In particular, in a
purely electric field for an ultrarelativistic electron, Eqn (54)

reduces to w�t� ' Eg�t�y�t�=Ecr. It is significant that, due to
the rotation of the field, the angle y�t� between the field vector
and the direction of electron motion also increases in the
process of acceleration, in the model under consideration
being exactly half of the field rotation angle y�t� � ot=2 [240].
In the general case of acceleration of an electron initially at
rest in an arbitrary inhomogeneous nonstationary field, due
to inertia, the electron momentum inevitably lags when the
Lorentz force acting on it rotates, so the angle between them
initially also increases linearly with time, y�t� ' ot. For the
indicated reasons, at times at which the electron is already
relativistic but small compared to the scale of the inhomo-
geneity or nonstationarity of the field (in our case, oÿ1), its
quantum parameter increases quadratically with time:

w�t� ' m

o

�
E

Ecr

�2

�ot�2 : �59�

Substituting the energy E�t� � mg�t� ' eEt and Eqn (59)
into the lower formula in (38) and applying the condition that
the probability of process (53) is equal to unity, we can
estimate the average radiation time tr, as well as the Lorentz
factor g�tr� and the electron quantum parameter w�tr� at the
moment of radiation [224, 240]:

tr ' 1

o

����������
o

a 2m

r �
aEcr

E

�1=4

;
�60�

g�tr� ' 1

a

����������
a 2m

o

r �
E

aEcr

�3=4

; w�tr� '
�

E

aEcr

�3=2

:

Equations (60), which give a rough estimate of the character-
istic time of emission or pair production and the average
energies mg and quantum parameters K � w of particles in a
cascade,13 are presented with the characteristic scales of the
considered quantities being indicated explicitly. Note that the
factor

���������������
a 2m=o

p
appearing in (60), which does not depend on

the field intensity, has the meaning of the root of the ratio of
the characteristic scale of the binding energy in the hydrogen
atom (Rydberg) to the field frequency. For laser fields, it is of
the order of several units and, for a rough estimate in order of
magnitude, can be omitted with the same accuracy. The field
enters the other factors only as a ratio to the characteristic
value E �casc � aEcr. In particular, for the emitted photon to be
able to subsequently generate a pair, condition w�tr�0 1must
be fulfilled. This shows that it is natural to take the valueE �casc
as the threshold strength for the development of self-
sustaining cascades [240]. In the laser field, E �casc corresponds
to an intensity of I �casc � �E �casc�2=�4p� ' 5� 1025 W cmÿ2. It
is important that at E4E �casc condition tr 5oÿ1 is also
concurrently fulfilled, which implies, notably, that in the
field period (and even more so during its duration) the
processes of acceleration and emission of a hard photon (as
well as the photoproduction of a pair developing on the same
time scales) occur repeatedly, leading to the formation of a
large-multiplicity cascade. It is easy to check that the
conditions a0 � eE=�mo�4 w 1=3�tr� (moreover, with a large
margin) and g�tr�9 a0 are also fulfilled. The former inequal-
ity implies that the LCCF approximation used is really
applicable, and the latter implies that, in the process of
acceleration by the field, the electron does not have time to

13 Recall that in the quantum regime the average energies of the emitted

photons are comparable to electron energies.
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be completely dressed up by interaction with the field to
acquire an effective mass prior to emitting the next hard
photon.

Of course, the simple estimates presented are intentionally
rough and require refinement and factual verification. To
simulate the dynamics of a dense plasma in a strong field,
PIC-QED codes have been developed [224, 227±229, 241]. In
these codes, the implementation of elementary processes by
theMonte Carlo method (see Section 5.1) was included in the
PIC codes, which model the dynamics of macroparticles in a
self-consistent field by means of a joint numerical solution of
their equations of motion and Maxwell's equations. QED
processes have also been included at the level of macro-
particles, and, to control their number, various algorithms
for their merging with redistribution of weights have recently
been used [243]. In the described scheme, relatively low-
frequency radiation associated with collective plasma
dynamics is described by a classical field on a grid, while
hard photons are described as macroparticles. This does not
lead to difficulties, since, as shown in [228], in typical
situations the radiation frequency range due to collective
plasma processes is much less than the characteristic
frequencies of hard photons emitted by ultrarelativistic
electrons.

The developed codes were actively used to model cascades
generated by individual seed particles in a uniformly rotating
field [224, 244], including taking into account the polarization
dynamics of photons [245] and electrons 14 [246], and in the
field of a standing wave [106, 229, 241, 248, 249]. Typical
three-dimensional (3D) modeling is visualized in Fig. 13. In
particular, the adequacy of estimates (60) for E4E �casc
proposed in [224, 240] was demonstrated in [224]. For fields
of a more general form, refinements of estimates were
discussed [237, 248], including those based on a detailed
analysis of cascade equations [229, 244, 250]. In particular,
in Ref. [237], a formula was derived that generalizes Eqn (59)
for the case of an arbitrary weakly inhomogeneous electro-
magnetic field and verified by numerical simulation of
cascades generated in the field of a single focused laser pulse
(in the case of weak focusing, the properties of such a field

differ to the maximum extent possible from those of a
homogeneous uniformly rotating field in the original
model).

However, according to the simulation results, for
E � E �casc, the estimates of cascade characteristics (60) yield
significantly worse results; in particular, the threshold of
cascade generation in a standing wave, which was actually
observed in simulation, proved to be almost an order of
magnitude lower than E0E �casc and approximately corre-
sponded to an intensity of� 1024 W cmÿ2 [229, 241, 250±252].
The main reasons for this failure are the strong stochasticity
of the process near the threshold, the ambiguity of the very
definition of the threshold (for example, its possible depen-
dence on the duration of the field action), and, finally, the fact
that hard photons can actually produce pairs not at K0 1 but
already at slightly lower values [253]. It is a challenging
problem to take the listed factors into account in a simple
model. The performed PIC-QED simulation has also con-
firmed that, in the case of a sufficiently large extent of the
strong field region at the initial stage of the development of
the cascade, its multiplicity first increases exponentially with
time, / exp �t=tr� [224, 229, 241, 246], and, when the critical
density determined by Eqn (48) is reached,15 the external field
begins to be depleted (shielded), and the cascade decays. In
this mode, up to 1014 pairs can be produced per each seed
particle, forming a superdense highly nonequilibrium elec-
tron±positron plasma with a density of� 1026 cmÿ3, the main
part of the cascade consisting of GeV-energy g-quanta [241,
254].

Since it is proposed to attain record high intensities of
laser radiation using tight focusing, at which spontaneous
production of pairs from a vacuum is predicted already at I �
1028 W cmÿ2 4 I �casc [42, 255, 256], the depletion of the field
by multiple cascades initiated by the pairs spontaneously
generated from the vacuum in the region of maximum field
intensity can hinder the attainment of higher laser intensities
[237, 240]. We note that, to date, the codes used to model self-
sustaining cascades have not included reverse processes,
accounting for which a priori also enables an alternative
scenario of the saturation of cascades by thermalization of
the generated plasma at its lower density without significant
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Figure 13. Visualization of a 3D PIC-QED simulation of a self-sustaining cascade in a standing wave. Strength of the electric field resulting from the

beating of two laser pulses is represented by a colored band. Curves with arrows show electric field lines. Electrons, positrons, and photons are shown in

red, green and yellow, respectively. Particles shown are only a small fraction of those involved in the simulation. (From [254].)

14 It should be noted that in [246] simulation was not carried out using the

PIC-QED method but, following [247], by direct solution of kinetic

equations on a grid.

15 For such a density of particles, the cascade energy density� mgn is also
virtually the same as the energy density of the external field, � E 2=�4p�.
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field depletion. Such processes, in particular, include one- and
two-photon annihilation of electron±positron pairs (the
former process is induced by an external field [31], and the
latter one is modified by it). However, according to recent
estimates [257, 258], the contribution of both processes to the
kinetics of cascades is negligibly small for the considered
parameters.

More recent studies have included PIC-QEDmodeling of
cascades for focusing laser pulses on gas [259, 260] and solid
[261±265] targets at realistic parameters. In particular,
examination is focused on the possible use of cascades as
ultra-bright sources of MeV g rays [266±269] and positron
(including polarized [270]) beams [263, 269, 271]. The lowest
threshold for the development of cascades is reached in a
standing wave formed by isotropic collision of several laser
beams [272±274]. An experimental study of cascades in such a
situation is planned for the 12-beam 200-petawatt XCELS
facility (Exawatt Center for Extreme Light Studies) specially
designed with this option in mind [59].

5.3 Radiative corrections
and the Ritus±Narozhny conjecture
In addition to affecting standard QED processes (occurring
evenwithout a field, such as the scattering of a hard photon or
electron on an electron or two-photon pair annihilation) and
the above-mentioned induced first-order and tree processes
with a large number of final particles, the strong field also
modifies the radiative corrections to all processes to which the
loop diagrams correspond. The simplest diagrams of this type
are shown in Fig. 14: electron (Fig. 14a) [200, 275±277] and
photon (Fig. 14b) [278±281] self-energies changing their
masses in the field; irreducible correction to the vertex,
which determines, inter alia, the dependence of the anom-
alous magnetic moment of the electron on the field (Fig. 14c)
[282, 283]; and the three-photon vertex induced in the field,
which corresponds to splitting and merging of photons
(Fig. 14d) [284±289]. Due to the number of vertices greater
than in tree diagrams with the same external lines, the
amplitudes of such processes are proportional to higher
powers of a and, therefore, are always small in the absence
of a field [76, 137] (the diagram in Fig. 14d only differs from
zero in the presence of a field and is dominant among three-
photon diagrams). Nevertheless, it is reasonable to take into
account and discuss the mentioned processes, since in the
presence of an external field they can lead to fundamentally
new, albeit subtle, effects [31], which can hopefully be
detected in precision experiments. Moreover, we show below
that in the strong field regime the contribution of such
processes can increase significantly [275] and thus can

fundamentally change the behavior of particles in very
strong fields.

In the regime that is nonperturbative with respect to the
external field, the radiative corrections are calculated by
means of standard QED methods [31, 148], described in
Sections 4.2 and 5.1, using precise electronic external lines
(21) and propagators (55). Loop diagrams are also regular-
ized and renormalized in the standard way, since the
divergences arising in these diagrams are the same as in the
absence of a field and do not depend on it [31, 278]. In
practice, in one-loop corrections, it is convenient to isolate the
contribution renormalizable in a standard way in the absence
of a field (in particular, that for external lines, which vanishes
after renormalization) and the finite contribution due to the
influence of the external field per se, which does not require
renormalization. This implies that all renormalized quantities
(including the scale of the external field itself) are determined
in the absence of a field, since the product of the charge and
the strength of the external field is a renormalization-
invariant quantity.

However, unlike the results of standard QED, due to
computational difficulties, reliable results have been only
obtained so far for one-particle-irreducible one-loop and
partially two-loop corrections and for the corresponding
modification of external lines and propagators with cumula-
tive account of one-particle irreducible one-loop mass
corrections by summing them or solving the Dyson±Schwin-
ger equation [148, 200, 278] (summing of the cumulative
contributions of the one-particle-irreducible correction to
the photon self-energy in its propagator dressed with
radiative corrections is illustrated in Fig. 14e).

One particle-irreducible one-loop mass corrections to
electron and photon lines, called the mass (Fig. 14a) and
polarization (Fig. 14b) operators, respectively, are the best
studied ones 16 in constant fields [200, 275, 278±280] and in a
plane-wave field [276, 277, 281]. As an illustration, we discuss
in more detail the results of taking into account the mass
corrections to photon lines in the strong field regime, in which
they are formed on small scales and due to the exchange by a
large number of photons with an external field [278]. In this
case, for photons whose frequency substantially exceeds that
of the external field, the case of an arbitrary field reduces to a
plane wave field17 and, under the additional condition
a0 4 K 1=3, it can also be considered locally constant [281].

The influence of a constant crossed field on the propaga-
tion of a photon with a frequencyO andwave vector l directed
at an angle # to the Poynting vector of the field is described by
a single quantum parameter K � eEO�1ÿ cos#�=m 3, which
is maximal at y � p, i.e., when the photon propagates in the
direction opposite to the Poynting vector of the field.
Accounting for cumulative one-particle-irreducible loop
mass corrections leads to dynamic generation of masses
mi�K� of the physical (transverse) states of the photon,18 so
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Figure 14.One-loop radiative corrections: (a) mass operator (electron self-

energy), (b) polarization operator (photon self-energy), (c) irreducible

vertex correction, (d) induced three-photon vertex, (e) photon propagator

cumulatively taking into account the one-loop polarization operator. The

gray circles represent field-dressed vortices. External lines in the diagrams

in panels a±d are assumed to be cut off and are shown solely to indicate the

places of their attachment when inserting the considered blocks into

diagrams of specific processes.

16We do not discuss vacuum corrections [290], although they are related to

the mass corrections by the gradient expansion [291, 292] but are only

relevant when the field strengths approach a critical value (4), or

corrections in the Coulomb field, which are beyond the context of the

processes in laser fields considered in this review.
17 It is assumed that the field strength is also much less than the critical

value Ecr; the exact conditions have the form [279] jF j=E 2
cr, jGj=E 2

cr 5 1; K,
where K is the quantum parameter of a photon, and are fulfilled even in

tightly focused fields of available intensity for X-ray and harder photons

with l0 4oa0.
18 Since nonphysicalmodes remainmassless, such a dynamically generated

mass does not violate gauge invariance.
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their dispersion equations take the form O 2 � l 2 � m 2
i �K�

[278]. The subscript i � fk;?g corresponds to the polariza-
tions along the principal axes of the field ek; m / Fmnl

n and
e?; m / �1=2�emnabF abl n. In the frame of reference, where the
photon propagates opposite to the wave, the principal axes of
the field are directed along the external electric and magnetic
fields, respectively. The mass squared of an arbitrarily
polarized photon is expressed in terms of the principal values
m 2
i and the Stokes parameters [293]. The induced masses

squared are complex; their imaginary parts, which are
negative, are connected by an optical theorem with the
probability of producing a pair per unit time by a photon of
the corresponding polarization by the relation Rgi!e�eÿ �
ÿIm �m 2

i �=O; the probability averaged over photon polar-
izations was presented in Section 4.3 (see Eqns (4.6) and
(47)). In particular, at K5 1, they are exponentially small
�/ exp �ÿ8=3K��. The real part of the photon mass squared is
equivalent to the emergence of an effective refractive index
ni � �1ÿRe �m 2

i �=O 2�1=2, the dependence of which on K is
shown in Fig. 15.

In particular, for K5 1, we have [278, 295, 296]
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where the result is expressed in terms of the field intensity I in
the laboratory reference system under the assumption that the
field is a plane linearly polarized wave. The dependence of the
refractive index on polarization is called birefringence; on
intensity, Kerr nonlinearity; and on direction (the angle #
between the wave vector and the Poynting vector of the
external field), anisotropy. All these properties are typical of
anisotropic media [297], which, in fact, include an external
field. As a result, the propagation of photons in a vacuum in
sufficiently strong fields should be accompanied by a wide
range of effects typical for the nonlinear optics of anisotropic
media [297, 298]; however, in this case, the quantitative
magnitude of these effects turns out to be 16 orders of
magnitude smaller than in typical crystals. Unfortunately, at
currently achievable laser field intensities, all such effects are

extremely weak and are either at the limit or beyond the limits
of experimental observation. Nevertheless, experimental
studies of some of these effects are underway or planned in
the foreseeable future [12]. As an illustration, we briefly
discuss only a few such effects.

During the propagation of a photon initially linearly
polarized at an angle to the principle axes, birefringence
leads to the transformation of the photon polarization
into an elliptical one. Ellipticity d 2 � �dj=2�2, where
dj � Od�nk ÿ n?� is the phase difference acquired between
the modes corresponding to polarizations along the principal
axes at the exit from the strong field region, and d is the
propagation length in the field. Experiments to detect this
effect in a magnetic field have been carried out for a long time
but so far without success [299]. Since laser fields provide
much higher field strengths, similar experiments with their use
have been discussed and planned. Estimates show that at
I � 1022ÿ1023 W cmÿ2, O � 10 keV, and d � 10 mm, the
expected signal d 2 � 10ÿ10 [300±302] is at the limit of
detection capabilities by modern X-ray polarimetry methods
[303], which requires their further development [304, 305].

Furthermore, as can be seen from Fig. 15, at K9 15, both
main values of the effective photonmass are negative, and the
refractive index is greater than unity. Therefore, the phase
velocity of photons is less than in a vacuum. This condition is
characteristic of the emergence of Vavilov±Cherenkov radia-
tion; the corresponding effect was predicted and discussed in
papers [306±308]. Since electrons in a strong field undergo
immense acceleration, w � mw, they inevitably radiate also
due to the synchrotron (for w0 1, quantum) mechanism
considered in Section 4.2. Cherenkov radiation in a strong
field in a vacuum apparently cannot be observed in its pure
form but only in the form of synergistic synchrotron
Cherenkov radiation [309±311], i.e., it should manifest itself
in a modification of the intensity, angular distribution, and
spectrum, and also (due to the presence of birefringence) in a
nonlinear dependence of its polarization on the parameters,
which is complex compared with that of the usual nonlinear
Compton effect.

Finally, according to Eqn (61), the stronger the field, the
smaller the phase velocity of photons propagating at an angle
to the Poynting vector, which should lead to focusing of the
probe photon beam near the maximum of an inhomogeneous
strong field, a special case of the nonlinear optical mutual
focusing of crossed light beams in strong fields [312]. Since for
photons propagating along the wave (# � 0) the effective
refractive indices remain equal to unity, and the vacuum
polarization does not manifest itself, the issue of possible self-
focusing of a strongwave in a vacuum is subtler and, although
it has already been discussed [312±314], in our opinion, it has
not been definitively clarified yet.

At K0 1, the imaginary part of the photon mass squared
in a constant crossed field is no longer small, which
corresponds to its possible decay into an electron-positron
pair (see Section 4.3). At K0 15, its real part becomes
positive, which corresponds to the superluminal phase
velocity and disables a Cherenkov radiation channel. For
K4 1, we have the asymptotic dependences [278]
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Figure 15. Real part of the effective masses squared of a photon with

polarizations along and perpendicular to an electric field in a constant

crossed field as a function of the quantum parameter of the photon.

Dashed lines show the asymptotic behavior at K4 1. Inset shows, on an

enlarged scale, the region where the mass squared is negative.
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actually applicable for the imaginary part at K0 102, and, for
the real part, at K0 103 (see Fig. 15). In this regime, in
addition to the above effects, the dependence of the effective
refractive indices on frequency becomes significant (disper-
sion, in particular, ni�O!1� � 1). It is of importance that
the radiative correction to the electron mass at w4 1 has the
same (up to a common numerical coefficient of the order of
unity) asymptotic form dm 2 ' am 2w 2=3, where w is the
quantum parameter of the electron [31, 200]. These argu-
ments and Eqn (62) show that in this regime the radiative
corrections for an electron and a photon in a constant crossed
field are proportional to the combined parameters gw � aw 2=3

and gK � aK 2=3, respectively, and grow unboundedly with an
increase in the quantum parameter proportional to the field
strength and the energy of the corresponding particles. In
Ritus's papers [31, 200, 275], this effect was called the
amplification of radiative corrections by an external field.

For gw� aw 2=3 0 1 (gK� aK 2=3 0 1), which corresponds to
w; K01600, we obtain dm 20m 2 (correspondingly m 20m 2);
at the same time, the probabilities of emission of a hard
photon (see Eqn (38)) and photoproduction of a pair (see
Eqn (47)) become of the order of unity in the proper frame19

at Compton times t � mÿ1, indicating that in such strong
fields the interaction of particles with the field should already
be completely determined by field-induced radiative correc-
tions 20 [31, 199].

Since the probability is bounded by unity, an unlimited
increase in one-loop corrections implies that in such a regime
the quantum processes under consideration, which are
nonperturbative in interaction with an external field, must

also lose their perturbative character with respect to radiative
corrections (at least of certain types). In the modern
literature, this hypothesis is called the Ritus±Narozhny
conjecture [199]. To study the possibility of such a doubly
nonperturbative regime in more detail, the well-known two-
loop single-particle irreducible mass corrections for a photon
and electron in a constant crossed field were analyzed [148,
203, 213, 315], and some three-loop corrections were
estimated [316, 317]. The results of these studies are summar-
ized in the table, where for each correction the diagram
corresponding to it, the type of the asymptotic behavior for
a large value of the quantum parameter, and a reference for
detailed acquaintance. It can be seen that, for a given number
of loops in higher orders, the leading contributions come
from corrections in the form of (3c), (2b), and (3g), the
diagrams of which are maximally saturated with single-loop
polarization inserts (bubbles) and are called bubble diagrams.
In the right column (for an electron), the ratio of successive
corrections in the transition from two loops to three loops is
/ gw � aw 2=3, in accordance with the conjecture. In a recent
paper [294], all such bubble corrections were considered and
summed up (Fig. 16); notably, it was shown that their ratio in
sequential orders indeed stabilizes and is preserved in all
higher orders. In the first lower orders, however, it is
anomalously small, which leads to the suppression of the
nonperturbative resummed contribution. In particular, in the
left column of the table, all the asymptotic forms (by ignoring
the logarithmic factors that are insignificant for our purposes)
are shifted by one towards higher orders due to the presence
of an extra (not included in the chain of sequential bubbles)
common electron±positron loop and, in displayed orders, not
yet attained stabilization. However, by analogy, it is natural

Table. Known asymptotic forms of radiative self-energy corrections for the photon (left) and the electron (right).*

One loop

(1a) aww 2=3 [278] (1b) aww 2=3 [275]

Two loops

(2a) a 2ww 2=3 log w [315]
(2b) a 2ww log w [148, 203]

(2c) a 2w 2=3 log w [213]

Three loops

(3a)

(3b)

(3c)

a 3w 2=3 log w

a 3w 2=3 log w

a 3ww log2 w

[316]

[316]

[317]

(3d)

(3e)

(3f)

(3g)

a 3w 2=3 log2 w

a 3w 4=3

a 3w log2 w

a 3ww 5=3

[316]

[316]

[317]

[317]

* For each diagram, asymptotic dependence on the quantumparameter and a reference to the source are displayed.Dependence that growsmost rapidly
in each order is highlighted in bold.

19 To unify the terminology for electrons and photons, here, the `proper

frame of a hard photon' conventionally means such a reference frame in

which the photon frequency is of the order of the rest mass of the electron.
20 Note that the universal asymptotic form/ w 2=3; K 2=3, characteristic of a

crossed field, of the dependences of the probabilities of elementary

processes and the squares of effective masses, which are associated with

them by virtue of the optical theorem, on the quantum parameter, which

are in turn related (see Section 4.4) to their scale of formation, are also

unambiguously fixed by their independence from the electron mass as the

field strength tends to infinity.

� � � . . .

Figure 16. Bubble corrections to the mass operator (ellipsis denotes the

sum of similar diagrams with three or more polarization inserts).
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to assume that the stabilization should occur upon transition
from three-loop to four-loop corrections.

The meaning of g � aw 2=3 as an expansion parameter for
bubble-type corrections in a constant crossed field can be
explained without complicated calculations as follows. The
analysis and estimates of the characteristic formation time
given in Section 4.4, namely, Eqn (51), are applicable tomass-
type corrections for an electron. However, since the photon in
the loop is now virtual with l 2 6� 0 and O � �l 2 � l 2�1=2 �
jlj � l 2=2jlj, one should additionally take into account the
contribution of the photon ' l 2=�2O� to energy mismatch
(50) at the times of loop formation. The characteristic scale of
photon virtuality is determined from the condition of
commensurability of the electron and photon contributions
to the energymismatchQ ' 1=tf (where the formation time tf
of the radiation process is determined in Eqn (51)), whence,
taking into account K ' eEO=m 3, we find

l 2 ' m 2 K 4=3

�ww 0�1=3
; �63�

where, in this case, w 0 � wÿ K is the quantum parameter of
the virtual electron in the external loop. In bubble diagrams,
each photon line is associated with a free propagator� 4p=l 2,
and each bubble, with a polarization operator, up to tensor
structures � m 2. Hence, it is clear that the characteristic
parameter of the loop expansion in terms of the number of
bubble inserts is the ratio

g � m 2�K�
l 2
' m 2�K�

m 2K 4=3
�ww 0�1=3 : �64�

The nature of the m 2
i �K� dependence was already discussed

above; it shows, among other things, that the ratio m 2
i �K�=K 4=3

is limited and reaches amaximumof� am 2 at K � 1. Then, as
can be seen from Eqn (64), for w4 1, indeed g � aw 2=3, in
accordance with the results of [294].

It should be noted that the dominance of bubble
corrections [294, 317] assumed on the basis of the analysis of
the table is still a hypothesis, since, for the same asymptotic
behavior in the one-loop approximation, the suppression of
electron mass corrections in comparison with bubble ones
remains unclear and, possibly, specific to the studied lowest
orders. In addition, since corresponding calculations are very
cumbersome, the role of radiative corrections associated with
the modification of the vertex (Fig. 14c) has not yet been
assessed in any processes, even in the simplest process of
photon emission. Based on the experience of calculations in
the absence of a field, it was only assumed that it is
insignificant.21 It is this argument that explains the absence
of corresponding diagrams in the table. The vertex correction
itself (Fig. 14c) was considered in [282, 283], where it was
shown that, although the leading contribution in it is also
O�g�, it drops out of the amplitudes of the processes, taking
into account mass electronic corrections of the same order;
thus, at least on the mass shell, only the contributions

O�aw 1=3�5O�g� [283] are significant. This conclusion
implies that a gauge should exist in which the corrections to
the vertex can be asymptotically neglected. This conclusion
needs confirmation and reliable justification, since it would
allow, neglecting the vertex corrections, finding a self-
consistent solution of the Dyson±Schwinger equations and
systematically taking into account the combined effect of all
mass corrections in the nonperturbative regime.

The possibility of experimental implementation of the
considered nonperturbative regime was also discussed. It
apparently cannot arise in self-sustaining cascades due to
doubts regarding the conceptual possibility of generating
electric-type fields of the Schwinger intensity (capable of
accelerating and concurrently generating particles from a
vacuum), since, given estimates (60), for them aw 2=3 �
E=Ecr 9 1. Therefore, the only option is to inject sufficiently
energetic particles into the field. However, while the processes
considered earlier, where the condition w � 1 could be
relatively easily implemented using ultrarelativistic particles
of GeV energies, and the nonperturbative regime of interac-
tion with the external field was attained already at a0 0 1, in
the case under consideration, for the nonperturbative char-
acter to develop, also with respect to radiative corrections,
significantly larger values, w4 103, are required and, conse-
quently, amuchmore stringent restriction on a0 should be set.
The latter requirement is important because, as calculations
in the plane wave field clearly demonstrated [318, 319],
asymptotic forms like (62) with a power law dependence on
the quantum parameter, which provide amplification of
single-loop mass corrections in a strong field, as well as
asymptotics (38) and (47) for the processes of radiation or
decay associated with them by virtue of the optical theorem,
only arise if condition a0 4 w 1=3 is satisfied, which determines
the multiphoton nature of the interaction with the external
field and ensures the applicability of the LCCF approxima-
tion (see Section 4.4).Moreover, as we have seen, bubble-type
electron mass corrections are formed by relatively soft virtual
photons with quantum parameter K � 15 w, for which the
formation time of process (51) is even longer and, conse-
quently, the applicability condition for the LCCF approx-
imation is even more stringent: a0 4 w 2=3. In addition to
providing a sufficiently strong field, for the possible particle
interaction with this field in the regime under consideration to
be practically implementable, it is also necessary to addition-
ally provide a sufficiently sharp increase in the field when test
particles enter it. This is necessary to ensure the quenching
(absence of radiative emission) of electrons with large w4 1
or decays of photons from K4 1 into pairs before they reach
the region of the maximum field [320, 321]. To date, it has
already been shown that suitable conditions can in principle
be obtained in colliding GeV electron beams in lepton
colliders [321], during the passage of ultrarelativistic particles
through crystals [322] and also during their interaction with
attosecond pulses generated upon reflection of multipetawatt
femtosecond laser pulses from a solid target [323, 324].

The search for the characteristic properties and, specifi-
cally, the calculation of radiation processes in the described
doubly nonperturbative regime, actively continue and are still
far from being completed. It is worth mentioning that the
most important of these properties is presumably the
fundamental instability of all particles with respect to
elementary processes of radiation or decay at the times of
their formation [199]. For example, the ratio of the character-
istic lifetime of a photon to the time of formation of its

21 Apparently, noting that for w4 1 the imaginary and real parts of the

mass and polarization operators are of the same order, and, according to

the optical theorem, the imaginary parts of the contributions that do not

contain vertex corrections correspond to direct contributions, and those

containing such corrections, to the exchange contributions to the prob-

ability of emission or decay, and taking into account the fact that for

ultrarelativistic particles the latter are suppressed in comparison with the

former.
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at g4 1. Since the kinematics of photon emission and
photoproduction of a pair in the ultrarelativistic limit are
identical up to the notation, the same estimate also holds for
the ratio of the time of emission of a hard photon by an
electron to the time of formation of pair photoproduction.
This result implies that the observed manifestations of the
nonperturbative regime at g4 1 should be associated with
processes of large multiplicity/ g and moreover, single-stage
(coherent) processes, in contrast to the cascades considered in
Section 5.2. However, as noted, the possibilities of calculating
such processes in an external field are still very limited, so
their implementation requires the development of basically
new calculation methods.

6. Influence of the laser field on decays
of nuclei and elementary particles

Decays play an important role in elementary particle physics,
cosmophysics, and nuclear physics [325, 326]. Naturally, the
possible influence of external factors on the decay rates
attracts the attention of many researchers. Two options
seem especially promising: (1) changing the selection rules
due to the effect of an external field, as a result of which
decays forbidden under normal conditions can be realized
and occur with a high probability; (2) a multiple increase in
the rate of allowed decay. In the case of the a- or b-decay of
atomic nuclei, the problem acquires significant practical
interest in connection with the problem of radioactive waste
disposal [327]. The idea to accelerate decay by means of an
electromagnetic field is also of interest for fundamental
physics.

The history of theoretical research on the possibility of
controlling decays by means of a strong electromagnetic field
is more than half a century long. Although the answer to the
question about the strength of the external field required for a
significant change in the muon decay rate was given at the
dawn of the laser era in [328], which is well known and cited in
the scientific community, and similar estimates for b-decays
of nuclei have been known since the 1980s [329, 330],
erroneous articles devoted to this topic are still published in
renowned physics journals. These `sensational' publications
usually `substantiate' the possibility of a significantÐ
severalfold or even many orders of magnitudeÐ increase in
the decay rate by using large-wavelength laser radiation. In
Sections 6.1±6.3, we present estimates showing that a notice-
able effect on the decay rate can only be provided by laser
fields of extremely high intensity, which is currently unattain-
able and hardly achievable at all.We also explain the origin of
the most typical error, which leads to a significantly over-
estimated value of the decay rate.

6.1 Threshold field for a- and b-decays
The development of an exact theory of a- and b-decay in an
intense external electromagnetic field is not possible for the
same reason as in the case of nonlinear ionization of atoms
and molecules by strong laser fields: there is no exact
analytical solution of the Schr�odinger, Klein±Gordon, or
Dirac equations that describe the state of a charged particle
in a plane electromagnetic wave in the presence of Coulomb,

strong, or electroweak interaction. However, there is also a
significant difference between the problems of ionization and
decay: while the analysis of ionization processes using the
numerical solutionofnon-stationary single-particle Schr�odin-
ger or Dirac equations has become a routine procedure in
recent decades, in the case of decays in an external field, this
approach is unrealizable for the following reasons. First, the
characteristic decay time (for example, the half-life t1=2),
which determines the evolution of the wave function, usually
exceeds the laser pulse duration by many orders of magni-
tude. Second, for a correct numerical description of the wave
function in the particle localization region, a calculation with
a very high spatial resolution on the scale of the size of the
nucleus or the radius of the weak interaction would be
required. This scale is negligible compared to the amplitude
of oscillations of a charged particle in the radiation field.
Assuming a laser pulse duration of tL ' 100 fs, an intensity of
I ' 1026 W cmÿ2, and a wavelength of l � 1 mm, it can be
easily verified that, in the decay of a uranium-238 nucleus, the
ratios of these scales are, respectively, tL=t1=2 � 10ÿ30 and
la=lL � 10ÿ7. Here, la is the spatial scale characteristic of a-
decay (see the estimate below), lL � 2eEm=�mao2� is the
swing range of a nonrelativistic a-particle in the laser wave
field, and Em is the amplitude of the electric field strength.
Thus, the numerical calculation of the wave function of the
decay products with the accuracy required to detect its small
changes due to the action of a laser wave would require
unimaginable computing resources. On the other hand, it is
precisely the smallness of the ratios tL=t1=2 and la=lL that
enables making simple qualitative estimates, which demon-
strate the degree of possible influence of a strong electro-
magnetic field on such processes. The arguments given below
basically follow [190, 329±331].

Events of a- and b-decay are localized in a small spatial
region and occur in a short time. In the case of the b-decay
mÿ ! eÿ~nenm, the values of these quantities, which are
determined by the Compton wavelength for the muon, are
lb ' 10ÿ13 cm and tb ' 10ÿ23 s, respectively. In the a-decay of
nuclei, the same values are given by the width of the Coulomb
barrier through which the a-particle tunnels, and by its
characteristic velocity. Typical values in this case are
la ' 10ÿ12 cm and ta ' 10ÿ21 s. At distances greater than
la;b, the decay products can be considered free particles, so the
influence of the electromagnetic wave field on their motion,
although potentially significant, does not lead to a change in
the decay probability. It is clear that, for a significant change
in the probability, the external field must do significant work
on length la;b. It is easy to understand, given that times ta;b
correspond to frequencies o � 1=t � 1021 sÿ1 or higher, i.e.,
quantum energies �ho > 1MeV, that, in estimating this work,
the field of any laser source can be considered constant. In a
constant field with strength E, the energy transferred to a
charged particle during the decay time is, in order of
magnitude,

DEa;b ' eEla;b : �66�
If quantity (66) is comparable to the energy scale Qa; b, which
characterizes the decay, the influence of the external field on
the dynamics of the process certainly becomes significant.
This implies an estimate for the electric field strength ~E at
which the decay rates should alter significantly:

~Ea; b ' Qa; b

ela; b
: �67�
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For the a-decay of the uranium nucleus (Qa � 4:2 MeV) and
the b-decay of the muon (Qb ' mmc

2 � 100 MeV), estimate
(67) yields ~Ea ' 1019 V cmÿ1, ~Eb ' 1021 V cmÿ1, respectively.
Note that ~Eb � m 2

m c
3=e�h is just the critical QED field for the

muon [328, 332, 333]. For a-decay, the threshold field ~Ea

turns out to be smaller, but it also exceeds the critical QED
field (4) by about three orders ofmagnitude. In nuclear decays
and in transitions p! ne�ne (forbidden in the absence of an
external field), the energy Qb is much lower than in the muon
decay, which, in accordance with Eqn (67), lowers the
threshold field, but even then it is comparable to (4) or even
exceeds it (see, for example, the estimates reported in [330,
334]). Laser fields of such strength cannot as yet be obtained.

6.2 Semiclassical estimate for the a-decay rate
A more accurate analysis shows that value (67) may turn out
to be overestimated and needs to be refined. We show this via
the example of a-decay, for which the semiclassical calcula-
tion is easily performed using the Gamowmodel [335]. Given
the estimate for ta, we can consider the laser wave field to be
slowly changing even in the case of X-ray sources with a
photon energy of about 1 keV and an oscillation period of
10ÿ18 s. To an even greater extent, this applies to lasers in the
optical and infrared ranges. Generalizing the Gamow model
for the case of a slowly varying external field, for which time
can be considered a parameter, we present the decay
probability per unit time (decay rate) in the form [331]

R � n0 exp
�
ÿ 2

�h

� b

0

����������������������������������������������������������
2mr

�
V�r� ÿ ezeffE�t� rÿQa

�q
dr

�
: �68�

Here, n0 is the oscillation frequency of the a-particle in the
nucleus [336], mr is the reduced mass of the a-particle and the
daughter nucleus, V�r� is the potential energy of their
interaction, which is the Coulomb repulsive field over most
of the trajectory, zeff � �2Aÿ 4Z�=�A� 4� is the effective
charge determined by the chargeZ andmassA numbers of the
daughter nucleus, and finally, b � 2Ze 2=Qa is the potential
barrier width in the absence of a laser field. In Eqn (68), the
origin of coordinates coincides with the center of inertia of the
parent nucleus. Due to the short time of sub-barrier motion,
even in a very strong laser field, an a-particle remains non-
relativistic until the moment it leaves the barrier. The further
(for r > b) motion of an a-particle may well be relativistic, but
it does not affect the probability in any way.

Assuming that the laser field is weak compared to the
Coulomb field, the sub-barrier trajectory of the a-particle can
be approximated as a straight line, which would be the
trajectory in the absence of a laser wave. The same small
factor enables the integral in Eqn (68) to be expanded into a
series with respect to the external field. Details of the
calculations are presented in [331]. As a result, at E5 ~Ea,
the decay rate is represented as

R�t� � R0RL�t� : �69�

Here, R0 � n0 exp �ÿ2pna� is the Gamow decay rate in the
absence of a field, na � 2Ze 2=��hva� is the Sommerfeld
parameter, and va �

����������������
2Qa=mr

p
is the velocity of the a-

particle. The field factor RL describing the change in the
decay rate has the form

RL�t� � exp

�
2E�t�
Eeff

cos y
�
; �70�

where y is the angle between the directions of the particle
emission and the electric field of the wave. In Eqn (70), the
value of the effective field arise,

Eeff � 2�h
���
2
p

Q
5=2
a

3pZ 2zeffe 5
������
mr
p ; �71�

different from that in Eqn (67).
It follows from Eqn (70) that the influence of the external

field on the decay rate becomes significant at E ' Eeff. It is
easy to see that field (71) is 3pna=84 1 times smaller than ~Ea,
so naive estimate (67) turns out to be overestimated by about
an order of magnitude. Nevertheless, field (71) as well is
beyond the limits of modern experimental possibilities.
Referring the reader for numerical data to Ref. [331], which
also gives the next term in the expansion of the exponent in
Eqn (70), we only consider a typical example: in the case of the
decay of the 232Pu nucleus with Z � 92 and Qa � 5 MeV, the
effective field Eeff � 1017 V cmÿ1 is almost an order of
magnitude greater than the critical QED field (4).

Choosing for evaluation the intensity value I �
1026 W cmÿ2, which can be achieved in the next 10±20 years,
we get that, for the same decay, the factor RL differs from
unity at the field maximum by � 6� 10ÿ3, and, after
averaging over oscillations and directions of emission of an
a-particle, by 3� 10ÿ6. Taking into account the extremely
small number of decays that occur in the volume of the laser
focus during the pulse duration, these numbers imply that
even such a strong laser field has virtually no effect on the a-
decay of nuclei.

Two important facts should be noted.
(1) The inequality Eeff 5 ~E is typical of tunnel processes.

A significant influence of the additional interaction on the
tunneling probability is achieved already when the correction
to the classical action due to this interaction becomes of the
order of �h, while at E ' ~Ea it becomes of the order of the
unperturbed action, i.e.,4 �h. On the contrary, b-decay is not
represented as a tunneling process, and such a decrease in the
threshold field does not occur for it. The threshold field ~Eb,
which we obtained from estimates, also appears in a strict
quantitative calculation [190, 328].

(2) The expansion of the classical action, leading to
Eqns (69) and (70), is carried out in terms of the parameter
E= ~E, so the terms in the exponent are not necessarily small.
Formula (70) is also applicable for E ' Eeff.

6.3 Kinematic and dynamic effects
Wenowdiscuss the reason for the characteristic errormade in
solving the problem of the effect of laser radiation on decays,
which leads to `sensational' predictions of possible laser
control of radioactive decay processes. Note that, in addition
to the dynamic effect considered above, which turns out to be
vanishingly small, electromagnetic radiation can also cause a
significant kinematic effect. It consists in a change in the decay
rate due to relativistic time dilation for decaying particles
oscillating in the wave field and a change in the kinetic
energies of the decay products moving under the action of
the Lorentz force. By virtue of the inequality ta; b 5 1=o, the
latter effect is described even more easily than the dynamic
one. Decay can be considered an instantaneous process that
sets the initial condition for the motion of a charged particle
in a laser field. In most studies devoted to this topic, the laser
field is described in the plane wave approximation. The
kinematic momentum of a particle p�t0� and its kinetic
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energy E at the moment of decay t0 are related to the
quantities P? and Pÿ conserved in the plane wave field by
the relations

p?�j0� � P? ÿ e

c
A�j0� ; cpz�j0� � E ÿ cPÿ ; �72�

where Am�j� is the 4-potential of the plane wave field
propagating along the z-axis, p? is the momentum in the
plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation, and
j0 � ot0 ÿ kz0 is the phase of the field at the spatiotemporal
moment of decay. Section 6.2 shows that atE5Eeff the decay
dynamics does not change under the action of an external
field. Consequently, the magnitude of initial momentum p�t0�
is always the same, and it is distributed isotropically in space.
Based on this condition and using Eqn (72), it is easy to find
the spectrum of decay products, which turns out to be broad
in strong fields. The scale of broadening of the spectrum is set
by the dimensionless parameter a0Qa; b=�ho � a 2

0 =w.
Since the b-decay of an elementary particle or nucleus is

not described by the semiclassical tunneling model, the simple
qualitative arguments given in Section 6.2 cannot be used,
and estimates of the decay rate require rather cumbersome
calculations, which can be found in [190, 328, 329, 333].
Calculations are simpler in the case of nonrelativistic b-decays
of nuclei [190, 329, 330] with a relatively small value of Qb,
which is equal to 18.6 keV in the case of tritium decay. For
a-decay in a strong field, the energy distributions of the
emitted particles were obtained in [337]. Despite significant
differences in the details of calculations, the kinematic effects
in the spectra of a- and b-decays are qualitatively similar. In
both cases, the dependence on the kinematic parameters
disappears upon integration over the spectrum. For non-
relativistic nuclear decay [190, 329],

R � R0

�
1� K

E 2
m

~E 2
b

�
; �73�

whereR0 is the decay probability in the absence of an external
field, K is a numerical coefficient, and the threshold field for
Qb � 20 keV turns out to be close to the critical QED field (4),
i.e., still very strong.

What is the origin of large errors in estimating the decay
rate in the presence of an external field? The complexity of
calculating the total decay probability by integrating the
spectrum is as follows. The arguments of the Bessel functions
in the formulas for the spectral and angular distribution [328,
333] contain the parameters' a 2

0 =w and' a 3
0 =w, which can be

very large in a superstrong field. In calculating the total
probability of the process, a large number of oscillating
terms are mutually cancelled. Even an insignificant error in
the numerical calculation of the Bessel function of an
immense argument or insufficient accuracy in using the
analytical asymptotic forms can lead to the compensation
being incomplete and, as a result, quantities persist that
become infinitely large in a constant field, at o! 0. Errors
of this kind were apparently made in Refs [338±341], which
predicted a gigantic increase in the b-decay rate in a laser field
of moderate intensity.

Errors leading to the `survival' of � 1=o factors in the
decay probability can also arise in analytical calculations that
use inadequate approximations. As an example, study [342]
can be cited, in which the unsubstantiated averaging of a
potential oscillating in an external field over the period of this
field led to the averaged potential being dependent on a0 and

not having a static limit. This case and the errors made in the
papers that followed the publication of [342] are analyzed in
detail in [331]. It is apparent that the very presence in the
formulas for the probabilities of decays in an alternating
external field of factors containing a0, Q=��ho�, and other
quantities / l leads to a conclusion that an arbitrarily weak
and slowly varying field can significantly change these
probabilities, a conclusion which contradicts elementary
physical intuition and, therefore, clearly indicates that these
calculations are incorrect.

In conclusion, we note that the issue of the possible effect
of a strong laser field on the reaction of fusion of light
elements is also of interest (see, for example, recent paper
[343], in which the effect of an X-ray laser field on the dÿt
fusion reaction rate was theoretically studied). Due to the
nuclear charge being small compared to that in the case of a-
decay, the barrier height turns out to be much lower, which
makes it possible to expect a noticeable change in the fusion
rate at intensities of ' 1023 W cmÿ2 and photon energies of
' 1 keV. The main difficulty that hinders experimental
observation of an increase in the fusion rate is that only a
small number of reactions can occur in the laser focus during
the action of a laser pulse of tL ' 100 fs.

7. On the concept of Unruh radiation

Recently, various experimental proposals for the detection of
`Unruh radiation' using superpowerful lasers have become
popular [344±348]. The essence of the Unruh effect [349] is
that a uniformly accelerated observer sees the standard
vacuum state as a thermal bath with the Unruh temperature

TU � �hw

2pkBc
; �74�

wherew is the observer's acceleration and kB is the Boltzmann
constant. The term `effect' in this context is not very adequate
(in our opinion, it would be more correct to speak, for
example, about the concept), but it is firmly rooted in
publications. In fact, discussed is the assertion that in
describing phenomena in a uniformly accelerated reference
frame, in addition to the usual account of inertia forces, as in
classical and nonrelativistic quantum theories, in quantum
field theory 22 it is also necessary to additionally replace the
vacuum state of the fields with the state of a thermal bath with
temperature TU. To avoid misunderstandings, it is important
to emphasize that the Unruh thermal bath consists of so-
called Fulling±Unruh particles rather than ordinary particles
[349, 350]. These particles have the same spin, charge, and
other quantum numbers as the field under consideration, but
they are not free (they are in the field of inertia forces); in
particular, they are massless and have a specific density of
states.

The Unruh effect was discovered in the process of
rethinking Hawking's work [351], which predicted the
evaporation of black holes, since it is an analogue of the
Hawking effect in an eternal black hole. However, these two
effects are fundamentally different. While for a black hole
what is predicted is the radiation that goes to infinity, for an
accelerated observer in the absence of a black hole, predicted

22 The Unruh effect being specific just for the quantum field theory can be

seen in the vanishing of temperature TU at a fixed acceleration and �h! 0

or c!1.
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is the presence of an equilibrium thermal bath localized near
event horizons of this observer, to which the Fulling±Unruh
particles are confined by the force of inertia and therefore, in
principle, cannot go to infinity. (The problems under
consideration are identical near the horizons; however, in
the case of a black hole, located in front of the horizon is not a
centrifugal barrier but a penetrable gravitational barrier
vanishing at infinity.)

It should be noted that the concept of the Unruh thermal
bath, although popular and recognized by most specialists,
was nevertheless repeatedly criticized (see, for example,
studies [352±357], the subsequent discussion [358±361],
and reviews [362±364]). Such a situation prompts consider-
ing its direct experimental verification. The first apparent
difficulty is the negligible weakness of the effect under
standard conditions (according to Eqn (74) TU [K] �
4:06�10ÿ23w [cm sÿ2]). Nevertheless, the necessary immense
acceleration values are provided by the ultrarelativistic
motion of electrons and atomic nuclei in laser fields. Here,
however, a seemingly unobvious unique methodological
feature of the Unruh effect emerges, in light of which, in our
opinion, it is incorrect to call it an effect. Namely, the Unruh
thermal bath, by definition, is only visible to a uniformly
accelerated observer, and it is necessary to reconcile their
perspective on the observed phenomena with that of an
inertial observer. Since any process can always be considered
from the perspective of an inertial observer (and, moreover,
the laboratory frame of reference in such cases is always
inertial with colossal accuracy), it can be asserted that the
Unruh effect is unobservable from the inertial frame of
reference and therefore basically defies experimental verifica-
tion. This point of view is well formulated and explained in
detail in Ref. [365]. In the currently most comprehensive
review of studies on the Unruh effect, the same idea is
formulated as follows [362]: ``We emphasize that ... the
Unruh effect itself does not need experimental confirmation
any more than free quantum field theory.... The assertions
follow from the definition and so do not need to be
experimentally verified. The fact that the `Rindler and
Minkowski perspectives' give consistent physical predictions
is a consequence of the validity of these constructions.'' The
way in which the perspectives of uniformly accelerated and
inertial observers are reconciled with the Unruh effect taken
into account was discussed in detail, inter alia, using the
example of radiation by a uniformly accelerated charge [366]
and the decay of a uniformly accelerated proton [367].
Note, however, that, from the perspective of a uniformly
accelerated frame, particles are emitted in the zero mode,
and [356] criticizes just the correctness of taking this mode
into account.

Given the foregoing, we finally turn to the above-
mentioned proposals [344±348] on the experimental examina-
tion of the Unruh effect. They are based on the erroneous
notion that, in observing an accelerated charge in an inertial
frame of reference, in addition to the `ordinary' radiation,
some `additional' weak radiation `due to the Unruh effect'
should supposedly be observed. The specific mechanisms of
such `Unruh radiation' being discussed are partly based on an
incorrect interpretation of the Unruh thermal bath as
consisting of ordinary (rather than Fulling) particles [368],
and partly on an incorrect interpretation of the results of
Ref. [369]. In this interpretation, the same excitation of a
uniformly accelerated detector is explained in a uniformly
accelerated frame by the absorption of Fulling particles from

a thermal bath and, in an inertial frame, by the radiation of
ordinary particles (in the latter case, the energy is taken from
the work done by external forces to accelerate the detector
[370]). It is erroneous to conclude that in this case some part of
the radiation observed in the inertial system should be
attributed to the Unruh effect. According to the foregoing,
in reality, all radiation observed in an inertial frame is
`ordinary' and can be described without referencing the
Unruh effect; therefore, the term `Unruh radiation' that has
been coined in recent years and proposals for experimental
verification of theUnruh effect, in our opinion, are absolutely
meaningless. For more detailed explanations, we refer the
interested reader to the cited papers, especially the brilliant
paper [365].

8. Conclusions

The active development of technologies for generating
high-intensity laser pulses has stimulated a significant
increase in the number of published theoretical studies of
the physics of extreme light fields. This review considers
selected areas of theoretical research from among those
actively discussed in modern publications. An increase in
the number of relevant experimental studies is also
expected in the near future.

The authors share the moderately optimistic point of view,
popular in the scientific community of extreme-field physics,
that intensities I ' 1023ÿ1024 W cmÿ2 will become available
in laboratories in the foreseeable future. In particular, laser
systems expected to overcome the 1023 W cmÿ2 milestone
have already been built. Nevertheless, significant technical
problems associated with an insufficiently high contrast of a
superhigh-power laser pulse, wavefront distortions, difficul-
ties in tight focusing of high-intensity beams, and other
factors, the discussion of which is beyond the scope of our
review, significantly slow down implementation of experi-
ments.

Among the processes described in this review, the most
realistic in the near future is the experimental study of the
nonlinear Breit±Wheeler effect and various features of the
spectra of nonlinear Thomson andCompton scattering due to
polarization, focusing, and the finite duration of the laser
pulse, as well as radiation friction. These effects have already
been observed at the limit of experimental capabilities at
lower intensities (see references in Sections 3 and 4). The value
of quantum parameter (3) sufficient for their detection was
previously achieved by using high-energy electron beams. The
repetition of such experiments on new multipetawatt laser
systems being put into operation will significantly improve
the reliability and accuracy of measurements. The effect of
birefringence of X-ray photons in a vacuum, induced by a
strong field, can apparently also be observed at already
achieved intensities, provided that the accuracy of polarime-
try is improved.

Among the phenomena that have not yet been studied
experimentally, the most immediate goal is the effects
associated with the dominance of radiation friction. Inten-
sities of I0 1023 W cmÿ2 are required for their observation,
which will be achievable as soon as 10-petawatt class lasers
start operating in the design mode. In contrast, the observa-
tion of the self-sustaining cascades described in Section 5, and
even more so of the nonperturbative QED regime, is
apparently hardly realistic until the 100-petawatt power
level is reached.
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